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“Computers are incredibly fast, accurate, and stupid. Humans are incredibly slow, inaccurate and brilliant. Together they are powerful beyond imagination.”

Albert Einstein
Nowadays, special purpose embedded system design relies on the availability of the hardware configurable technology. Space missions, aerospace defense, high performance computing and networking applications benefit from the adoption of field programable gate arrays (FPGAs) as they provide high degrees of flexibility, fast time-to-market, and low overall non-recurring engineering costs (NRE), but they almost lack in providing security mechanisms to protect intellectual properties (IPs) configured on them. The FPGA programming process is accomplished by a configuration file, so called bitstream and hacking attempts can succeed in either cloning the bitstream or, by means of reverse engineering techniques, extracting from it some IPs. Furthermore, through the programming interface, a malicious bitstream can be injected such that the device is reconfigured with a new configuration which overwrites the previous one. The consequences could be really dangerous, not only for the application, but also because they can cause money loss. Since the FPGA programming is pretty much like to software developing process, some existing techniques can be adopted in order to secure the device, mainly involving cryptography primitives. They can guarantee authenticity and confidentiality by exploiting a key stored in each device, but they can be successfully hacked with physical attacks on the device, such that the key is discovered or the configuration file in plain is extracted once deciphered. Recently in the literature, a new technique has been introduced to cope with these issues, called Physically Unclonable Function, since it provides a unique, unclonable and unpredictable hardware fingerprint. Even with the best design effort, PUFs suffer from instability such that their values are variable in time. To face with these issues, this doctoral thesis shows the research activity conducted with the aim of exploring the security threats that characterize the configurable devices and of defining involved roles and new techniques for a design methodology able to guarantee several security attributes, demonstrating the feasibility with a very extended case study, based on a mobile scenario in which high throughput traffic analyzer IP core is distributed to a reconfigurable devices population.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), since their first introduction in the 1985, have become increasingly important and essential in the electronic industry. They are today adopted in fielded devices for an extremely wide spectrum of application domains, ranging from consumer electronics to mission-critical equipments, since they are a valid alternative for application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The cost for a digital system design based on FPGA is lower than the ASIC, although large scale production of the latter surely ensues much cheaper silicon devices. ASICs provide the ultimate in performance, power consumption and number of integrated transistors. Projects based on such technology take very long designing time and expansive costs, with the constraint that, once produced, the digital design that they realize is fixed in silicon and cannot be modified. Meanwhile, developing design changes is much easier adopting the FPGA technology, with also enormous benefits for the time-to-market in digital system projects. Hence, FPGA technology represents a viable solution that is exploitable for small and medium companies which are facilitated in designing innovative solutions and technological novelties in low production scales. In other words, the adoption of FPGAs enables even individual electronic engineers or small teams to realize their digital designs, avoiding huge non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs and the licenses purchasing for expansive synthesis tools used within the ASIC design flow. As indeed, in the silicon manufacturing, to succeed in the consumer market, the production volume for an ASIC has to be enough to divide the NRE costs, as they can run into million dollars, over the produced units to have an acceptable end price for each chip.
Historically, FPGA technology was largely adopted not only in prototyping ASICs, but also as glue-logic between integrated circuits (ICs) hosting small finite state machines (FSMs) and data processing tasks. As they grown in logic capacity and in elaboration speed due to internal structure enhancing, they have been adopting in networking and telecommunication applications, exploiting the huge internal parallelism to meet requirements for large data elaboration. Later on, they gradually have been appreciating by industrial companies which started to adopt the FPGA technology in automotive, processing control and consumer electronics.

Even still so far from ASIC, surely over the time the gap between FPGA and ASIC technologies have been reduced. Modern FPGA technology embeds powerful processing systems, devising the System on Programmable Chip (SoPC) market segment, supporting the developing of systems able to run common operating systems together with custom peripherals, such as Linux, and providing dedicated hardware entities, in hard or soft manner, such as arithmetic and digital signal processing cores, which make easier and quicker the embedded systems designing process [56]. Furthermore, from the early 2000s, they have been equipped with complex and fast communication protocols, able to guarantee high bandwidth and throughput. In combination with classical computer designing, FPGAs can be connected through the peripheral component interconnect (PCI) or Ethernet standards with a complex computer system. Thus a new market segment has been created, called reconfigurable computing, which exploits inherent parallelism degree and reconfigurability of the FPGA technology in order to provide hardware accelerators for software tasks. For instance, crypto-analytic algorithms or simulator engines can take advantage adopting FPGAs to run heavy parallel elaboration processes [62] [51] [30].

Nowadays, FPGAs are practically suitable to design just about anything, directly competing against ASIC technology. Some examples of fielded devices where FPGAs can play a key role include domestic appliances, machine-to-machine devices, such as smart grid sensors and smart meters as well as actuators, for example, smart street lights and smart water heaters, point-of-sale terminals, set-top boxes, personal medical devices and digital media players. Specifically, in automotive industry, advanced driving assistance systems, such as global position system maps, advanced front-lighting system, 3D visualization, collision avoidance system, already make extensive use of FPGA devices. Furthermore, FPGA technology in military and aerospace applications, such as RADAR and SONAR, warfare electronics, unmanned vehicles, rovers and satellite is
also expected to contribute to market growth in the next future. As for the consumer electronics market segment, thanks to the growing popularity of smartphones, advanced touch screen functions, phablets, smartwatches, wearable devices, tablets and so on, is expected to drive the demand for FPGA soon. Most, if not all these devices are today connected to some kind of network, forming what is commonly called the 'Internet of Things' \[28\]. In fact, current estimates indicate that there are some five times more Internet-connected devices than personal computers.

In the above scenario, two fundamental aspects can be easily recognized. On one hand, current fielded electronic systems are much closer in nature to mobile devices than traditional desktop computers. They are essentially embedded systems having various levels of complexity, as they are characterized by severe constraints on computational and energetic resources, most often equipped with a tailored operating system and software environment. On the other hand, the open and connected nature of fielded devices can easily introduce serious security vulnerabilities, treating the applications mission. In particular, while FPGAs provide inherent advantages at the design level, that is, lower time-to-market, easy debugging, near-zero NRE costs, really low bill of material (BOM), rapid prototyping and hardware reconfigurability, they also pose a number of security challenges which might deeply affect the system operation, as they are much closer in nature to the software domain than to mere hardware development.

The FPGA programming is accomplished by providing a configuration file, so called bit-stream, downloaded through a configuration interface, mostly using the joint test action group (JTAG) protocol, onto the configuration memory. JTAG is an IEEE standard (1149.1) developed in the 1980s mainly to allow access to the boundary scan chain for test purposes \[1\], but it has also become a versatile and easy-to-use protocol outside the silicon foundries for giving debug access to IC on boards. Indeed, for the technology continuity, FPGA suppliers adopted such protocol to allow the developers to access the configuration infrastructure. Since JTAG is inherently non-secure, because it does not provide neither any access control mechanism nor data confidentiality, the programming interface might be exploit as a backdoor by attackers whose goal is to access both the bitstream and configuration memory.

Malicious users can exploit the JTAG vulnerability reconfiguring the device with a bitstream which is different from the one originally released or reading back the bitstream
whereby the FPGA has been programmed. As result, the device could be damaged and, consequently, the application will fail, or some sensitive information can be disclosed, jeopardizing the the user privacy or manufacturer business. Specifically, injecting bit-streams which contain hardware trojans [110] in the FPGA, might succeed in causing various types of damages on the device, depending on the privilege granted by the surrounding environment. A bitstream extraction enables to reuse it for other FPGA devices, violating the intellectual property (IP). In fact, the bitstream is produced for a specific device type and it can practically be used to configure all FPGA devices which correspond to such type.

The way in which bitstream is encoded is almost unknown and undocumented, but surely it is not enciphered or confidential in a cryptographic sense, mainly because FPGA vendors want keep this encoding a secret as the bitstream is tightly coupled with the chip internal layout design. As it turns out to be hard, but not impossible, to interpret, in some design projects the bitstream is considered as a secure storage. Reverse engineering techniques can be successfully applied on bitstreams with the aim to extract secrets, e.g. when the application involves cryptography primitives, the bitstream on the FPGA might contain some keys or key materials [25]. Such techniques might be even able to extract and violating single IP cores programmed onto the FPGA.

FPGAs suppliers have taken into account the weaknesses and, little by little, programmable devices and tool-sets are providing some mechanisms which offer security and protection. Furthermore, the research community has given a huge effort in devising new techniques which can be implemented on FPGAs and sometimes cooperating with mechanisms inherently available onto devices. The main exploited security technique is the cryptography: once the bitstream has been output by the synthesis tool, the user can pick a key whereby the software encrypts the sensitive information of the bitstream. The same key has to be programmed into the FPGA device in order to allow the dedicated hard-wired crypto-engine to eventually decrypt ciphered bitstreams before write it in the configuration memory. Furthermore, the FPGA can be programmed in a way which makes impossible the read-back of programmed bitstreams from the internal configuration memory. Malicious users who succeed in obtaining the encrypted bitstream cannot use it since they do not know which key has been used for both configuring the FPGA and enciphering the bitstream. Moreover, they can neither use it on
other devices without install on them the same key used to encipher the bitstream nor apply reverse engineer process on its payload.

For the FPGA security design methodology, another technique can deal with IP violation, providing both authenticity and secure key material for cryptographic primitives, based on the Physically Unclonable Function (PUF). In the silicon manufacturing, PUF is the most breakthrough in semiconductor security. The manufacturing process of ICs has unavoidable variations: each circuit design exhibits slightly different electrical behavior from one chip to the next, even though the design, mask and fab are identical. The PUF exploits imperfections that each design circuit instance has in order to output responses which depend on given inputs, namely challenges, providing a challenge/response pairs (CRPs) set as a device fingerprint. Extracted CRPs, among a PUF population, are unclonable, unpredictable, non-reversible, unique, tamper-evident, easy-to-evaluate with a low overhead. PUFs can be successfully adopted to enhance the security of bitstreams, i.e. IP cores, which are distributed among FPGAs [63, 48, 124], even for old families which design project was originally thought without any secure mechanism, exploiting binding mechanism [123], but they cannot guarantee integrity and confidentiality of the bitstream.

1.1 Thesis Contribution

Many factors have to be taken into account when the security of applications deployed on the basis of FPGA technology becomes a crucial aspect that cannot be more postponed. First of all, security is not an absolute attribute and it must be conjugated with other design aspects, such as costs, mission time, time-to-market, power consumption, targeted technology, functional requisites, and so on. Indeed cryptography is not always a viable solution, because needs proper dedicated cryptography mechanisms implemented on chip. Not all the FPGA are equipped with security mechanisms based on cryptography functions and mainly only high-end and modern devices embed them. However, PUFs are easy to integrate in digital design as they are inherently available on any IC, but special attention has to be posed to the quality of the generated CRPs set. PUFs are not stable and their quality has to be proved before being eligible as security primitives. As indeed, the literature has been posing a huge effort in devising high quality and more and more stable PUFs architectures.
Chapter 1 Introduction

Below, with the aim to put in evidence the research activity contribution of this work, there are listed the research questions which I answered:

1. Which are the vulnerabilities that effectively jeopardize fielded applications security which rely on reconfigurable digital devices and, exploiting such weaknesses, which are risks associated to them?

2. Since the FPGA reprogrammability creates the possibility of distributing hardware cores, who are the main actors which are involved in the scenario in which there is an IP core market which distributes them as bitstreams?

3. How the ultimate FPGA technology can guarantee in security, adopting mechanisms inherently embedded by the vendors? How can they be integrated with the remain system, such as the software and operating systems?

4. As for old-families and low-end FPGAs, are PUFs suitable to guarantee minimal security mechanisms? To this aim, which PUFs architectures are available on such a FPGA target?

5. Exploiting reconfiguration and security mechanisms, is it possible to give a comprehensive and complete case-study in which, not only the performance plays a crucial role, but also the security of distributed bitstream is analyzed within the proposed techniques?

As for the last question, the addressed case study is the design of a hardware accelerator for the traffic analysis in the mobile context. As the mobile global traffic will amount to an unexpected value of 24.3 exabytes by 2019 and the smartphone will generate the three-quarters of them, with a speed greater than 2 Mbps [88], and since the number of threats which arrive from the Internet traffic is increasingly, the network traffic analysis is a task that must be integrated within the personal mobile devices. The needing for traffic model updates and the high throughput, in combination with a low-energy consumption requirement, makes the FPGA and a decision tree (DT) based hardware accelerator a very effective solution.
1.2 Manuscript Reminder

This doctoral thesis is structured as follows:

- the Chapter 2 gives an extensive list of vulnerabilities which afflict the FPGA technology, detailing each of them in a technologically manner. Furthermore, some countermeasures are discussed, introducing the main addressed techniques in this doctoral thesis: the encryption of bitstreams and PUFs;

- the Chapter 3 introduces the Digital Right Management architecture to define a secure infrastructure to distributed hardware cores as bitstreams. Indeed, envisioning a real scenario in which devices can partially reconfigure the hardware, the involved roles and the security requirements are discussed in order to discuss and prove the effectiveness of the approach;

- in Chapter 4, two PUFs architectures are illustrated and presented. In particular, the Anderson PUF, which is implemented on a Xilinx Spartan-3E family, and a new PUF architecture, based on the frequencies signature, which is robust against external disturbances;

- the Chapter 5 presents the case study by detailing the methodology exploit to automatically built hardware predictor of trained traffic model, demonstrating the feasibility of the approach. In particular, the hardware accelerator can be securely distributed to devices and it can be updated by collecting new information of traffic from the same devices exploiting an envisioned two-tier service-based architecture;

- At the end, Chapter 6 concludes this doctoral thesis.
Chapter 2

Attacks and Countermeasures

Overview of SRAM FPGA Technology

From the research activity background given in the Chapter 1, the FPGA technology emerges as a critical point in guaranteeing in-field applications security. From a layer point of view, such applications can be modeled as in Figure 2.1, in which the hardware layer, represented by the FPGA, hosts some IP cores. Without any trustworthiness guarantee on the underlying hardware, all stacked layers cannot be considered secure. Another problem that arises from the Figure 2.1 is the trust in composition. Given that different design tool-sets produce each layer, or a part of it, and the absence, or the impossibility, of an overarching security architecture, the security associated with the system is as much as least trusted design path.

Figure 2.1: A simple view of the in-field application layers, which hardware can be configured with some IP cores.
If a critical feature for the security is implemented somewhere in the layers, e.g. the key storage, there is no way to verify that someone cannot tamper or disclose that key. Even with the best approach, i.e. having the control on all the designing processes, cannot assure that the FPGA vendor designed the device without any backdoor or that the silicon foundry did not add some hardware trojans during the manufacturing process. Indeed, being a component-off-the-shelf (COTS), it is right to inquire these questions as much as to raise doubts about the presence of intentional or unintentional design flaws in the IP cores or about the software bugs of involved operating systems which might be exploitable by attacker, and so on.

Indeed, it is possible to affirm that, first of all, in-field applications security relies on the trustworthiness of hardware platforms. The aim of the research activity is not investigate all the non-security sources, hence it is mandatory to start from a trustworthy point in the design chain, otherwise the design level entry has to go back really far, up to the foundry which produces the device or the security of tools involved in the projecting of the FPGA internal design. Hereafter FPGA devices and involved design tool-sets will be considered as the trustworthy level entry. This assumption is not so strong and not so far from the reality, because customers are the first money resources for hardware suppliers and non-secure tools and devices will cause a customer satisfaction degradation, hence a huge money loss for FPGA manufacturer companies. In fact, as the FPGA market segment is really competitive, companies want to have the reputation of being honest, technologically advanced, sellers of secure and high quality devices. These are the most precious assets because are slowly gained by the manufacturer and really easy to lost.

Stated considerations does not imply a greater security level, since, unlikely for fixed and static designed hardware, the FPGA poses a wide range of vulnerabilities because, inherently, the reconfiguration feature implies access to the configuration memory. The only advantage from the security point of view is that, contrary to the ASIC design, sensitive designs are transformed directly by the end-user in hardware components and, consequently, in IP core to configure on the FPGA, without risks of IP theft [116], because no third-parties are involved in the production flow. Figure 2.2 reports a schematic overview of FPGA design flows. The core designer is the IP provider and is able to provide IP cores as HDL projects or as netlist description. The system designer is responsible for the system project, which can be realized with external provided IP, providing as final result the bitstream file. The system manufacturer configures the FPGA with the
obtained bitstream. The system owner is able to reproduce the same mechanism, but doing it directly in-field.

As for third-party IPs, in the industrial globalized economy, the adoption of hardware cores off the shelf is practically a business standard practice. The IP core market is strategic and leads to produce and design an increasingly number of cores, mainly because:

- the design flow is shorter because the reuse strategy guarantee well-tested and dependable components, thus the time-to-market is reduced;
- external IP supplier increases the licensing market, hence profits become higher.

The configurable technology opens more expansion possibilities for the IP marker, since during the device life-cycle many IP cores can be billed and installed on the same device, giving the possibility of maintenance and updates. Moreover, self-dynamic partial reconfiguration (SDPR) interestingly allows to accomplish such updates in an easy and quick way. The FPGA technology that supports SDPR enables the changing of a specific part
of the running design, without affecting remain design parts, hence keeping the system properly working.

This new possibility is hard to realize, since requires really high security level which must protect IPs against attacks. Hence, the next Section introduces the main FPGA vulnerabilities which are useful to comprehend the context in which, later in this doctoral thesis, different solutions are discussed.

2.1 FPGA Vulnerabilities

In the digital application design, security techniques constantly evolves. New defense mechanisms are put in place against malicious hacking attacks, but later the system security will be jeopardized by other new attacks that require new countermeasures. In the last years, this security methodology cycle has involved also FPGAs, as they are used in many digital applications that require security features and attackers exploit vulnerabilities to attack such applications. The next Subsections list the most relevant vulnerabilities known in the literature. The first attacks are specifically related to the inner nature of the FPGA and, in particular, to the configurability feature. Then, the Section 2.2 gives an overview of existing countermeasures and the ongoing research on new techniques.

2.1.1 Readback Attack

Most FPGA devices provide debug features, as in the case of ASIC design, via JTAG. Not only this protocol is explored for the configuration of the device, but at the same time it allows the readback of the configuration memory of the FPGA. On demand, it is possible to download the current configuration, as a snapshot, from the FPGA. As indeed, the dynamic produced and changed data on LUTs, flip-flops, BRAM, etc., are different from the initial configuration file and can be dynamically gather by reading back the current configuration of the device. Surely, what is read back is not the entire bitstream file, since the snapshot misses the header, footer, no-operation, error detection code and initialization commands.
The idea of the readback attack is simply to read the configuration of the FPGA through the programming interface in order to, by adding what is missing, build the original bitstream file. By applying the readback different times, the attacker is able to observe changes on the FPGA even clock-cycle accurately. Some FPGA families allow to disable the readback functionality providing a security bit. Indeed, more than one bit can be used to disable several features, such as the JTAG boundary access. Mainly, the deactivation of such features is accomplished by some anti-fuses, in order to have a permanent secure configuration once the device is deployed. The idea to disable the boundary access was patented in [9], and described for Xilinx devices in [111]. There are no documented or evince of invasive attacks that re-enabled the readback feature once disabled.

The debugging needs for the readback, so once disabled it is not possible to put the device under test again. Indeed, by properly instrumenting the design, it is possible to extract information about the execution state for specific hardware entities [46]. Xilinx introduced Chipscope suite, which provides hardware probes and the software to debug designs configured on the FPGA [11]. Altera, in the same way, provides SignalTap [115], but apparently without exploiting the readback feature, so inherently the Altera devices are not vulnerable to this kind of attack.

2.1.2 Cloning SRAM FPGA configuration attack

The FPGA technology based on SRAM does not keep the configuration permanently, because when it is disconnected from the power the memory looses the stored data. Hence, at each power-up the device has to be reprogrammed again, by downloading the bitstream from an external non-volatile storage, e.g. PROM or FLASH. An attacker can easily succeed an eavesdrop attack during the programming phase and obtain a copy of the bitstream file.

This attack can be avoided by enciphering the payload of the bitstream with a secret key. As indeed, even if the attacker succeeds in coming into possession of the bitstream, it will be not able to access the original content without having available the key used to encipher it.
2.1.3 Bitstream reverse engineering attack

The bitstream contains the configuration bits that program both the configurable logic and routing paths as established by the user design. Even if this mechanism is pretty clear, the bitstream encoding is practically unknown and without any documentation provided by vendors. Mainly, the way in which vendors encode the bitstream is non-divulged because it is highly coupled with the FPGA internal design and they want to keep it secret. The encoding is an information available only with a signing of non-disclosure agreement. From the user point-of-view this is an advantage because, as it turns out to be very hard to interpret, the bitstream can be considered as a secure storage for design IPs and sensitive information.

However, it is well-known that security-by-obscuring is an approach that is susceptible to affordable attacks. Reverse engineering techniques can be successfully applied on bitstreams to obtain the netlist or something that is similar to the HDL project used to produce it, or to partially reverse it to extract sensitive data, such as keys, from BRAM, LUT or memory cell initialization bits, without having the aim to reproduce full functionality. The full reversal would allow, of course, to manipulate entirely all the designs for a particular FPGA device, obtaining infringed configuration files that are hard to detect.

Two documented reverse engineering experiments are documented in the literature, one performed by NeoCAD and the other by Clear Logic, even if they are not properly examples. Indeed, as reported in [65, 116], they did not reverse the bitstream itself, but they hacked the bitstream generation software tool in order to generate bitstreams able to be configure on FPGAs of Xilinx and Altera respectively.

Anyway, the complexity, the size, the obscurity, the diversity among devices and families that characterize bitstreams really make the reverse engineering task dramatically expansive. As indeed, the literature misses documented reverse engineering successes for modern FPGAs and the legal aspect of the activity is surely a deterrent for such attempts. In fact, the reverse engineering activity might violate the end-user license agreement (EULA) and, consequently, attackers can be sued for damages.

There are some documented partial information extractions, but there is a general lack of automated and general processes, as reported by Ziener et al. in [120]. Furthermore,
there was a quite interesting amount of tools and research groups which promised reverse engineering features, but none is now effectively working [89]. Very recently Benz et al. have devised a method to succeed the bitstream information extraction by exploiting a mapping database [25], but the research activity is so far from obtaining interesting and utilizable results.

2.1.4 Side-channels attacks

The nano-scale that characterizes ICs makes them really hard to probe, such that an attacker is not able to retrieve information about data and operations from them. As in the bitstream case, data contained in the IC design are considered securely stored because it is pretty hard to conduct nano-probing attack attempts. This forbids anyone to access IC structures and extract data from it. For long time, cryptographic algorithm relied on this assumption and the involved keys and partial produced data were considered really hard to extract. But so far, Kocher in [61] proposed a technique which is able to break different cryptographic algorithms by correlating the execution time with the key bits. He proposed the first side channels attack (SCA), a class of attacks that extracts on-chip secret data exploiting the external observable phenomena of electronic devices, unintentionally produced by internal operations. The challenge for the designer, which aim is to project devices robust against SCA, is the isolation of internal sensitive operations from their surrounding environment as they are able to interact with off-chip devices with sound, energy consumption variations, electromagnetic and heat radiations [55]. Some SCAs do not require any knowledge on the chip design and are defined as black-box attacks.

As for the FPGA technology, in the literature power analysis attacks [90, 106, 107, 91, 108, 105] and electromagnetic emanation analysis [27, 34] have been addressed.

The power analysis techniques consists in probing the absorbed current, hence the power, during the time. In CMOS technology the main source of power consumption is caused by state changes, 1 to 0 and vice versa, due to the capacitance loading. Collecting the power trace, an attacker can correlate the power consumption with internal operation states, retrieving the targeted data. In [90] a simple power analysis were conducted and, as result, the paper authors succeeded in attacking an elliptic curve implementation on Xilinx Virtex 220 nm device. The authors of [106] addressed the impossibility to attack
Figure 2.3: A side channel attack equipment to perform a power analysis on a smart card and extract the secret key. The attack was performed during the SCA session of TRUDEVICE summer school (Lisboa, July 2014).
paralleled cryptographic architectures with the simple power analysis if other operations are running at the same time on chip. Later, in \[107\] a differential power attack succeeded on the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Data Encryption Standard (DES). However countermeasures specific for the FPGA have been proposed. One solution has been presented by Tiri et al., which exploits a technique called wave dynamic differential logic \[113\]. The main idea is to dissipate the power independently from the logic transistor using the differential logic, such that one logic works exactly in opposite from boolean-logic values point-of-view, and the pre-charging of gates. The solution is really expansive, since requires almost doubling logic elements and, consequently, makes the circuit speed lower. Furthermore, since during the manufacturing process ICs are subjected to uncontrolled and unavoidable imperfections, that as explained later in this Chapter (Subsection 2.2.2 are used to realize PUFs), differential logic will always have some observable power variability.

As for the electromagnetic emanation analysis, this technique relies on the production of electromagnetic fields when the circuit moves electric charges during the execution of internal operations. The field can be probed using fine-tuned antennas, amplifying the signal even without removing the chip package. Authors of \[27\] reported the first electromagnetic emanation SCA on a AES architecture implemented on a 130 nm Altera Cyclone FPGA. Then in \[34\] an implementation of the elliptic curve crypto-engine on 220 nm Xilinx Virtex have been attacked. Recently, Kim et al., reported in \[60\] a comparison between electromagnetic emanation and power analysis SCA techniques.

### 2.1.5 Physical attacks

Silicon devices can be physically attacked with invasive probing which aims to extract secret from it. For sure, since the die is packaged, the techniques requires the removal of the package and the treatment of the die in order to access metal layers. Chemical treatments or laser cutter can drill the die, creating some holes for the probes insertion. In order to allow the attacker to accurately observe the die with a microscope and to control the probes and the die position, the physical attack requires a micro-probing station. A more sophisticated technique involves the focused ion beams, which creates incisions at nanometer scale and deposits metal connections, taking high resolution images of the die under attack. Physical attacks on FPGAs are not really feasible, since
the shrinking feature size, the IC complexity, the significant number of metal layers, the invasive and destructive nature of probing attacks and the complexity of required tools make them extremely expansive.

Other physical attacks are the semi-invasive attacks, which only require the package removal. In fact it is possible to inspect the die surface by means of imaging techniques or by thermal analysis. Firstly introduced by Skorobogatov in [103], semi-invasive attacks are cheaper than invasive ones, as they do not need an extensive knowledge of the chip. Even though they are feasible to be executed on FPGA devices, no semi-invasive attacks are documented in the scientific public literature.

## 2.2 Security Countermeasures

Once an attack is disclosed and documented, it is possible to evaluate the vulnerabilities that it exploits and to propose one or more countermeasures against it. First of all, the introduction of new protection is not trivial. Indeed, before the adoption of a countermeasure, the system designer has to evaluate the cost for a security solution together with the probability of an attack, the risk associated with it, required skills to carry it out and the time needed to introduce it in the existing design methodology. Furthermore, some countermeasures imply more than one system modification which could be costly in accomplishing.

As for the FPGA technology, countermeasures can be classified in FPGA manufacturer mechanisms or user-defined techniques. The former represent in-built mechanisms, maybe integrated with the design flow, which FPGA devices provide to end-users. The latter are mainly good practices or secure techniques which can be implemented within the user design. Additionally, countermeasures are further categorized in active and passive. Active techniques are physical or algorithmic deterrents which goal is to prevent dangerous actions attempts of malicious users, such as device tampering or IP and device theft. Passive mechanisms can provide only the proof of intrusion or attacks attempts. In fact, their aim is not to prevent the attack itself, only to recognize it.

In the next subsections, two main techniques are illustrated: bitstream encryption and Physically Unclonable Functions.
2.2.1 Bitstream encryption

To provide confidentiality to the bitstream sensitive content, an encryption algorithm can be adopted by system designers. Correspondingly, the FPGA must be equipped with a decryption algorithm able to properly decipher the bitstream payload.

Encrypting the bitstream, once produced at the end of the design flow, and decrypting it onto the FPGA forbids the cloning attack, the reverse engineering attack and tampering attempts. The first commercial implementation of the encryption mechanism was in the Actel 60RS SRAM FPGAs family employing a scheme in which, by using the same fixed keys, all the produced bitstreams were encrypted and all the manufactured FPGAs were configured. Hence, this first attempt was only effective in protecting the user design against the reverse engineering, but it did not prevent cloning attacks [58]. Furthermore, succeeding only one single attack enables to decrypt of all bitstreams produced for the Actel 60RS FPGA, making it more attractive for the attackers. Additionally, since the key is fixed and defined inside the synthesis software, rather than attack the device by means of the reverse engineering, attackers might try to attack the software.

The Xilinx Virtex-II family devices were equipped with bitstream decryption build-in mechanism, allowing end-users to configure custom defined keys. Thenceforth, this functionality has been become pretty common, especially for high and middle-end devices. Once the bitstream is completed by the implementation tool, the software looks for an
user-defined key in order to encipher the payload of the bitstream (Figure 2.4). The user has to install the same key picked in this phase on the FPGA equipped with built-in decryption circuit, before try to configure the ciphered bitstream. When the configuration process starts, the internal logic of the FPGA recognizes, by reading the header data, that the bitstream payload is encrypted and redirects the bit flow to the decryption circuit, which deciphers the stream and pushes it into the configuration memory, as usual. Not only an attacker is not able to perform a reverse engineering attack on the bitstream, but additionally, contrary to the previous implementation devised by Altera, the bitstream cannot be used on other FPGAs which are not configured with the key used during the ciphering operation. Later, Altera introduced the same mechanism starting from the Stratix II family, allowing also the user to force any bitstream through the decryption engine, such that only ciphered bitstreams are considered as licit, hence the FPGA is protected from the execution of unauthorized bitstreams.

The two previous mechanisms rely on the user-defined key and, in order to thwart its disclosure and consequently nullifying the encryption, it must be kept secret inside the device. One solution is the adoption of volatile on-chip storage, mainly based on low-power memories, which are powered by a backup battery through dedicated pads, such that when the FPGA is disconnected from the power supply the key continues to be properly stored. Another solution is represented by on-chip non-volatile memories (NVM), which permanently store the decryption key. Contrary to the NVM solution, the volatile memory is more resilient to attackers' tampering attempts, since during the physical attacks the battery supply must be always connected to avoid the key loss. But the battery itself requires additional space and a specific holder on board. Nevertheless, system manufacturers have to add the battery cost to the BOM and have to take into account its maintenance during the device lifetime.

Altera Stratix II FPGAs are equipped with a NVM which stores the 128 bit key for the AES decryption, but a special circuitry is needed for the key configuration. With the introduction of the Stratix III family, Altera provides the devices with volatile and non-volatile key registers which can be directly configured through the JTAG protocol. Differently, Xilinx Virtex-II FPGAs have been providing with volatile storage to configure devices with 256 bit key for the 3-DES and users are able to accomplish the key configuration through JTAG. More recently, Xilinx has been starting to provide AES
decryption algorithm from the Virtex-4 forward and NVM key register, based on anti-fuse technique, from the Virtex-6 and in all series 7 devices. The anti-fuse technology is one-time programmable (OTP) and allows key program only once, such that during the device lifetime it cannot be changed. When Xilinx devices are configured to work with enciphered bitstream, inherently the readback feature and the Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) are disabled. But, using the Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP) it is still possible to internally read back the configuration bits. Hence, to avoid cloning attack, the other design parts, including the software, have to be secured to avoid access to the ICAP. With the introduction of series 7, the DPR is no more disabled and actually even partial bitstreams can be enciphered and dynamically configured onto the FPGA.

2.2.1.1 Known attacks against bitstream encryption

As stated, without having available the key involved in the bitstream encryption process, an attacker cannot either clone the bitstream or reverse engineering it. The only way to obtain the key is attack the device, by means of SCAs (see Subsection 2.1.4) or physical attacks (see Subsection 2.1.5).

In the literature, there are reported some successful attacks. The first one was performed in 2011 by Moradi et al. [83]. Authors described the attack to the built-in bitstream decryptor of commercial FPGAs, targeting, in particular, a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro device. In the same year, Moradi supposed that the exporting of the SCA technique on other Xilinx families, such as Virtex 4, Virtex 5 and Spartan 6 is not only affordable, but the attack to the built-in decryptor mechanism requires a moderate effort [84]. In 2012 Skorobogatov and Woods performed a pipeline emission analysis to found a backdoor in military grade Actel/Microsemi ProASIC3 FPGA, one of the most secure manufactured FPGA in the market [102]. The most recently attack reported in the literature is by Moradi at al. in [85]. First of all they reverse-engineered the details of the proprietary and unpublished Altera Stratix II bitstream encryption scheme from the Quartus II software and, by using this knowledge, they illustrated a SCA technique that is able to retrieve the full 128-bit AES key in less than three hours.
2.2.2 Physically Unclonable Functions

The Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) is a function that is able to extract secrets that are physically imprinted on a manufactured IC. To this aim, PUFs exploit tolerance manufacturing process imperfections of silicon devices to map a set of inputs, defined as challenges, to a set of outputs, namely responses, forming the challenge/response pairs (CRPs) set. Silicon PUFs have drawn a great attention because they directly exploit the photolithography manufacturing process, hence they do not require additional techniques or specific technologies in order to introduce randomness in the challenge-response behavior. As a matter of fact, programmable devices, such as FPGAs, can be configured with PUFs architectures even if they were not specifically designed with this aim. Since the variability of physical quantities on ICs is an uncertainty source, such that it is unavoidable and uncontrollable, it is unlikely to reproduce two silicon devices with the same defects. Furthermore, the mapping function for the responses generation is hard to predict and, consequently, to simulate. PUFs have a wide range of applications as they can be considered as a hardware fingerprint: secure key generation [3], device authentication [64, 109] and intellectual properties protection [63, 123].

The first idea of PUF was patented by Nanneche et al. in [87], which supposed an authentication mechanism based on the random distribution of ferrite particles over a plastic card. The term PUF was coined 6 years later by Pappu [94]. The first silicon implementation of PUF was illustrated by Gassed et al. in 2002 [44]. They implemented a PUF circuit that exploited delay variations of integrated transistor and wires to extract responses by means of a self oscillating circuit, nowadays addressed as ring oscillator PUF. Another delay based PUF architecture is the Arbiter PUF, which structure is reported in Figure 2.5 introduced in [69], which using two symmetric paths, is able to generate one output bit. Other PUFs architectures can be considered delay based, such as the Anderson PUF, which uses a glitch generated by the difference of delay between two shift registers/multiplexers to preset a flip flop [8]. Kumar et al. introduced in [63] the Butterfly PUF, which exploits two cross-coupled D-latches, and two symmetrical paths to set/reset them.

Completely different, memory based PUFs are based on start-up values of memory cells, which are unpredictable, unclonable, easy to evaluate and, mainly, they are technologically available on a wide range of ICs, hence do not require additional resources. In [49]
this concept was exploited for FPGAs which embed SRAM blocks, but also other memory types can be exploited for the aim, such as the D flip-flop PUFs, which basically exploit the same mechanisms of the SRAM puf, but using the D flip-flop of FPGAs [71]. Recently, a PUF design based on the Spin-Transfer-Torque Magnetic memories (STT-MRAMs) has been introduced in [33] and [118].

PUFs can be further categorized in weak and strong. The former are PUFs with a small (or even singleton) CRPs set, such that can be only adopted as key storage or material. The latter are PUFs which CRPs set cardinality is really huge and they can be also adopted in authentication protocols. A simple authentication protocol can be implemented as reported in Figure 2.6. A trusted-third party (TTP) randomly extracts a subset of CRPs set from a device which embeds a PUF before deploy it. This subset is stored in a secure database, completing what is called PUF enrollment phase. When the TTP has to remotely authenticate a deployed device, it picks a challenge from the stored subset and queries the device PUF in order to receive a response. If the received response is equal to the stored one, the device is authenticated. Since challenges and responses are exchanged in plain, each used challenge will not be used again in order to avoid the man-in-the-middle attack.

PUFs are able to successfully substitute volatile or non-volatile memories to store cryptographic keys. Indeed, instead of storing the key in a register, the cryptographic algorithm can directly use as key a PUF response. Such architecture is addressed as hardware entangled cryptography [70]. The advantages are the uniqueness of PUFs generated keys and the inherently protection of the challenge/response mechanism. Indeed, contrary
to memory approaches, PUFs give a response only when the circuit is powered-up and a challenge is provided. Furthermore, the nature of electrical phenomena makes the PUFs tamper evident circuit, such that a physical attack against a device permanently changes the responses of the PUF which is embedded on it.

The silicon PUFs responses are not stable during the time, hence they cannot be considered as functions in mathematical manner. PUFs exploit electrical phenomena, mainly the signal propagation delay, as secrecy source, and they are susceptible to uncontrollable working conditions, such as supply voltage fluctuations, temperature variations, electromagnetic fields interactions, device aging, and so on, producing noisy responses in time. This implies that each challenge might be mapped into more than one response. Fuzzy extractor techniques can be successfully adopted to recover noisy responses. It involves the evaluation of the PUF stability in order to extract some data, namely helper data, which can be used to provide noise-free responses. Since the helper data cannot be used by attacker to guess the PUFs responses, it is not critical and can be even stored in non-secure memories [37].
2.2.2.1 PUFs properties

This subsection illustrates a formal perspective of the PUF, mainly to better understand properties which characterize it. First of all let the PUF be a mathematical application which associate challenges to responses. Ideally such application is a function:

\[ \theta \in \Theta : C \rightarrow R \mid \theta(c) = r, c \in C, r \in R. \] (2.1)

\( C \) is defined as the allowable challenges set and \( R \) is the responses one. \( \Theta \) includes all the PUFs population in order to identify silicon devices which embed them. It is worth noting that, in real cases, the challenge-response relation is substituted by \( \theta(c) \approx r \).

From the probability point of view, \( r \) is the most probable response that can be output from the PUF by stimulating it with the challenge \( c \).

**Unclonability**  The main PUF property is the unclonability and can be formally described as the impossibility to obtain a PUF \( \tilde{\theta} \) which is identical to \( \theta \), such that the latter can replace the former. Being a physical object, the unclonability can be considered in a mathematical or physical manner. Mathematical unclonability implies that it is hard to find a mathematical procedure that is able to provide the same CRPs set:

\[ \nexists f : \omega(c) = f(c) = r, \forall c \in C. \] (2.2a)

Physical unclonability indicates that it is hard to reproduce a PUF which can be recognized as another one:

\[ \nexists \sigma : \theta(c) = \sigma(c) = r, \forall c \in C. \] (2.2b)

**Uniqueness**  The PUF uniqueness property is formulated as:

\[ \nexists \tilde{\theta} \in \Theta : \tilde{\theta}(c) = \theta(c) = r, \forall c \in \tilde{C} \subseteq C. \] (2.3)

The definition can be interpreted in ambiguous way since it seems to be overlapped or very similar to the uniqueness statement (Equation 2.2b). However this is not true, because the requirement to be unique for a \( \theta \) is the non-existence of another \( \tilde{\theta} \) that specifically belongs to \( \Theta \), unlike the unclonability that requires the non-existence of
a generic function that is able to substitute a given PUF. Moreover, the uniqueness requires to be valid only for a subset of $C$.

Apart the theoretical meaning, the uniqueness has a practical usefulness. Indeed, let $\hat{c} \in C$ be a random picked value and $\hat{r} = \theta (\hat{c})$; the pair $(\hat{c}, \theta (\hat{c}))$ induces a partition into $\Theta$ such that $\hat{\Theta} \cup \bar{\Theta} = \Theta$ and consequently $\hat{\theta} (\hat{c}) \neq \hat{r}$, $\forall \hat{\theta} \in \hat{\Theta}$. A successive picking of $\hat{c} \in C$ define another pair $(\hat{c}, \theta (\hat{c}))$ such that causes a partition in $\hat{\Theta}$, and so on. By nesting this approach, so successive applications of other $c$ values on $\theta$, the set $\Psi = \{ (\hat{c}, \theta (\hat{c})) \}$ will cause increasingly smaller partitions, up to having a singleton set in which only one function, $\theta$, fulfills all the conditions. The success of this procedure and the required steps to complete it depend on the $\Theta$ cardinality, the characteristics of the PUF $\theta$ and of the picked $c$.

**Unpredictability**  The unpredictability property can be directly inherited from the definition of mathematical unclonability, Equation \[2.2a\].

$$\Psi = \{ (c, \theta (c)) \}, \exists \Phi : \Phi (\Psi, c_p) = \theta (c_p) = r_p, \forall c_p \in C. \quad (2.4)$$

What is requested to be unpredictable for a function is the inability to create a procedure $\Phi$ that, having a certain amount of challenge-response pairs $\Psi$ for a PUF $\theta$, is able to provide the same output of $\theta$ for a generic challenge $c$. The existence of this procedure is in directly contrast with the unclonability because $\Phi$ represents a mathematical clone that can predict the $\theta$ responses.

**One-way property**  Formally $\theta$ is a one-way function $\iff$ given $r = \theta (c)$ it is hard to find $\lambda : \lambda (r) = \bar{c}$ and $\theta (\bar{c}) = r, \forall \bar{c} \in \bar{C} \subseteq C$. As for the hash functions, in this definition “hard” is meant in the computational theory sense, so that given one output $r$ of a PUF $\theta$, it is very expansive to find one input $\bar{c}$ such that $\theta (\bar{c}) = r$.

**Evaluability**  Given $\theta \in \Theta$ and $c \in C$, $\theta$ is evaluable if it is not hard to evaluate $\theta (c)$.

**Tamper-evident**  $\theta$ has the tamper-evident property $\iff$ any attempt to tamper the PUF $\theta$ permanently changes it in $\theta' : \theta' (c) \neq \theta (c), \forall c \in C$. 
2.2.3 Known attacks against PUFs

Not all the proposed PUFs architectures have the previously listed properties and some of them are partially proved. Recently, some PUFs have been discovered susceptible of attacks. Surely, these attacks are specialized for a specific PUF design and cannot be universally applied to every PUF.

Model-based attack Some PUFs are susceptible of model based attack. In particular, strong PUFs, i.e. PUFs with a large CRPs set, can be attacked by means of machine learning algorithms. If their interface is public, as in the authentication scheme reported in Figure 2.6 and can be easily accessed, it is possible to obtain some CRPs. Model based attacks require a huge amount of CRPs during the learning phase and, consequently, for the strong PUF it is not a hard-to-meet constraint. Once extracted, the data model is able to give predictions with an high accuracy rate. In [96] Ruhrmair et al. have demonstrated this approach attacking some implementations: RO PUF, arbiter PUF and arbiter variants. Trained models were able to predict a response for a given challenge with an accuracy rate near to 99%. Another interesting result has been reported in [73] by Mahmoud et al.: combining machine-learning techniques with leak information through side channel, authors have attacked a xor arbiter PUFs with challenge width of 64, 128 and 256 bits.

Weak PUFs cannot be a target of such attacks, since they cannot be provide a CPRs set huge enough to train a useful model.

SCA As previously introduced in Subsection 2.1.4 SCA analyzes with statistical tools secondary effects produced by ICs when they are working, especially targeting cryptographic algorithms. Even if the PUF itself is SCA-resistant, post-processing techniques can jeopardizes the secrecy as they might be weak against SCAs. The first SCA attack on post-processing algorithm was performed in [57] by Karakoyunlu and Sunar. The complexity of the fuzzy extractor obligates the system designer to implement it through a software algorithm, that is easy to break by means of SCA.

Exploiting electromagnetic emission of ROs, even very small, some papers reported attacks that can be used to guess the ROPUF responses [79, 78, 80]. At the same time, they have provided some countermeasures to avoid such SCAs.
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The FPGA security is a fundamental aspect for in-field applications, which exploit such reconfigurable technology not only for immediate accessibility in the market, but also for inherently features that define new design paradigms. In particular, the reconfiguration ability is able to provide an interesting adaptability and flexibility to the functionality and computation required when, some point in time, the current configuration is inadequate. Being in-field, such feature has to be remotely exploited by transmitting the new configuration. More largely, this scenario can be extended considering a market in which device reprogrammability creates the possibility of distributing hardware cores, pretty much like software digital contents. The hardware update mechanism must guarantee the respect of the IPs rights associated with it.

To effectively extend the above scenario, since the hardware update is so close to the software case, it is mandatory to explore existing techniques for the software domain, identifying involved roles and mutual relations among them. In the next Section, some proposals from the research literature are given, then the Digital Right Management (DRM) technology is briefly discussed in order to list and detail who are the parties involved in the envisioned scenario.
3.1 Existing Research Proposals

Several proposals in the literature protect the IP of full and partial bitstreams by using encryption schemes. In [52], the authors implemented on a Virtex5 a partial reconfiguration module exploiting AES-GCM in order to implement encryption and authentication. Some performance analysis are provided. In [26], the authors proposed an efficient Authenticated Encryption scheme tailored for FPGA bitstream protection. It is based on the AES-based authenticated encryption scheme. The authors of [36] focused on spoofing and reply attacks. With spoofing, an attacker can replace the data with fake information (see Subsection 2.1.2). With a reply attack, an attacker can record the bitstream sent by the user to the FPGA and re-send it in order to delete subsequent configurations. The authors proposed a frame tailored for trusted FPGAs or trusted boards whereby they guarantee confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and up-to-datedness based on AES and Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC) algorithms. The authors of [45] proposes a technique to make Xilinx low-cost FPGAs as secure as high-end FPGAs without adopting an encryption scheme. They use one or more PUF (see Subsection 2.2.2) to generate a signature used by a host to obfuscate the hardware description language (HDL) code, such as a finite state machine (FSM) state coding. The generated bitstream is well-functioning only for a specified device. In [59], the authors illustrated a methodology to defend an IP by using trusted platforms based on FPGA dynamic reconfiguration capabilities. They identified the players, such as the system integrator, trusted authority, FPGA fabric vendor and so on, and defined a few solutions to add, update, store and catalog an IP. They provided also a proof-of-concept implementation on a Virtex-II FPGA, but no details about the protocols were given. Couture and Kent [31] extended a licensing approach to hardware components. The authors concluded that this approach requires a modified FPGA architecture equipped with a secure NVM and a tamper-resistant unique identifier. Güneysu et al. in [50] proposed a volume licensing scheme for FPGA bitstreams. The proposal requires changes to the FPGA configuration controller, since a secondary key register is needed in addition to the built-in encryption mechanism. Furthermore, the solution is limited to the protection of full FPGA configuration, so it is not possible to protect partial soft IP cores. Drimer et al. extended this work for the protection of multiple cores [38]. Maes et al. in [72] proposed an IP protection mechanism for FPGA designs at the level of individual IP cores. In fact, although the research activity of this doctoral thesis was developed independently, the
proposal in [72] is closely related to the solution which is here proposed. Indeed, similarly to the work presented here, they relied on self-reconfiguring capabilities, they only used primitives already available in existing FPGA devices, and required an external TTP. This makes it possible to enforce a pay-per-use licensing scheme. Unlike the work presented here, however, they did not exploit built-in mechanisms for partial bitstream encryption, hence requiring a configuration bitstream with a custom AES engine to be expressly installed upon each partial configuration. In addition, the metering service is managed online by the TTP, unlike the concept of RO used here, borrowed from the DRM domain, letting the end used autonomously consume hardware contents. Furthermore, Maes et al. did not demonstrate any practical implementation, particularly concerning the connection with the software layers and the possible implications in terms of software DRM [72]. At the end, Thanh et al. in [112] gave an overview on techniques and involved services for an IP protection infrastructure, but without exploiting AES decryption inherently installed on the FPGA.

3.2 Digital Right Management

DRM refers to the protection, distribution, modification and enforcement of the rights associated with the use of digital contents [39, 95]. Figure 3.1 shows the classical architecture of a DRM infrastructure in the software domain. The content provider (the party who has created the content) packages data according to a DRM specification and establishes one or more sets of usage rights and related usage costs. Consumers can buy and download contents and associated rights from third-party sources, for example, from the website of a content distributor. In this scenario, a client DRM-enabled platform guarantees that a proper license has been obtained by the user and enforces rules for playing contents. All DRM mechanisms rely on some form of specialized hardware to achieve secure delivery of contents, usage rights and authentication. Indeed, since user identification, cryptographic capabilities and the ability to resist against external tampering are vital to DRM systems, implementations of DRM are often based on trusted computing platforms [47], which provide the above benefits as a native feature. Such platforms mount an additional chip, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), similar to a smartcard in its internal structure, providing security functions such as platform attestation, protected storage and sealing, to measure and validate the hardware and/or
software configurations of the platform [47]. In particular, the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) DRM specification [4] provides a reference architecture for DRM in mobile and handheld devices. Based on trusted computing facilities, the OMA DRM architecture specifies the scheme of Figure 3.1 by defining four actors that interact with each other in order to distribute protected digital contents to end-users. The content issuer, as the owner of the digital content, firstly converts the content to an appropriate format and then negotiates a right object (RO) with one or more right issuers (RI). The RO describes constraints and permissions granted to the DRM Agent for a specific content. Before selling an RO to the end-user, the RI sets up a trusted relationship with the DRM agent, enabling such features as mutual authentication and encryption needed to distribute copyrighted content. In OMA DRM specification, these trust relationships are based on public-key infrastructure certificates issued by a third-party trusted authority, attesting both users and RI identity.

DRM plays an important role in current mobile environments. For example, Android 3.0 [35] and higher platforms provide an extensible DRM framework that lets applications manage protected contents using a variety of DRM mechanisms. The DRM framework offers an abstract, unified Application Programming Interface (API) hiding
the complexity of content management operations. The architecture of the framework is plugin-based, allowing device manufacturers, content owners and Internet digital media providers to easily implement and extend the mechanisms, enforcing content protection through Android applications. A prominent example of an extension is the Widevine third-party plugin [2], built on top of the Android DRM framework, offering advanced DRM and copy protection features. Protected content is secured using an encryption scheme based on the open AES algorithm. An application can decrypt the content only if it obtains a license from the Widevine DRM licensing server for the current user. The Widevine DRM plugin integrates with the hardware platform to leverage the available security capabilities. The level of security offered is determined by a combination of the security capabilities of the hardware platform and the integration with Android and the Widevine DRM plugin. In fact, Widevine DRM security supports three levels of security [2], essentially depending on the portion of the underlying system that is physically secured from hacking (e.g. DRM master keys, system boot, content rendering hardware etc.).

3.2.1 Roles in hardware-level DRM

Device reprogrammability creates the possibility of distributing hardware cores, for example, video codecs, pretty much like software digital contents, possibly on payment or on a subscription basis. In fact, as part of the application logic, hardware accelerators can be perceived as add-ons that can be downloaded, possibly on payment, and installed on the user’s device to extend its processing capabilities. This resembles very closely the scenario where software digital contents, for example, tones, MP3 files or mobile application themselves, are distributed through a controlled licensing service.

With the aim to extend the notion of digital contents to reconfigurable hardware components, called here hardware digital contents (HDCs), it is necessary to propose an infrastructure for the secure distribution of such HDCs and a device architecture which can implement secure mechanisms required by DRM. In particular, this Subsection defines the roles involved in the distribution infrastructure, followed by a brief analysis of the main security threats and the essential functions that the hardware solution must offer.
End user  The first identifiable role is the owner of the device, namely the End User. The End User’s device contains a hardware-reconfigurable subsystem, which can be possibly updated in the field. The End User requires the device to be secure, in order to protect not only the personal data, but also to keep the system properly working. On the other hand, the other parties want to protect themselves against the End User to avoid the cloning of the equipment (e.g. by copying the FPGA bitstreams or partial ones) or the unauthorized replacement of the FPGA design. For instance, in the case of pay-per-use HDCs delivery system, the End User might reconfigure the system without effectively complete any payment transaction. The End User also is a part of the licensing process when it becomes the owner of the system and wants to bill new HDCs.

FPGA Fabric Vendor  The manufacturer of the FPGA chip within the device is identified as FPGA Fabric Vendor. It must guarantee some basic secure mechanisms in order to provide integrity and confidentiality of both static and partial bitstreams. Its devices should not be equipped with backdoors, because the FPGA Fabric Vendor has to respect the intellectual property rights and avoid the usage by an attacker.

IPCore Vendor  The design and the implementation of the intellectual property as HDC is done by the IPCore Vendor. The HDCs are available as partial bitstreams to be downloaded to the FPGA. The IPCore Vendor requires the protection of its own IP rights, not only against the overbilling mechanism or unauthorized distribution, but also to keep the design confidential. The IPCore Vendor is aware of the requirements that it has to fulfill, such as the compliance with the IP design specification and with the End User system. The pay-per-use mechanism is an IPCore Vendor’s concern, meaning that the issued HDC has the responsibility to provide a cryptographic key specific to the HDC.

Trusted-Third Party  The TTP, or Trusted External Party, is an organization that all parties rely on. The infrastructure guarantees that all the transactions among the other parties are securely completed. For this reason, the TTP stores in a registry all the parties’ keys, as well as the correspondence between the FPGA-ID and the installed secret key. The TTP needs also to install the first license record when the End User bills the HDC.
3.2.2 Attacks scenario

In Section 2.1 FPGA vulnerabilities have been listed and explained in detail. Here they are considered as applied to the envisioned scenario, in which (partial) bitstreams are distributed as HDC with digital rights.

**Malicious bitstreams** Third-party bitstreams are inserted into the hardware environment to either damage the device or steal sensitive information. In particular, HDC bitstreams might contain hardware Trojans that, depending on the privilege levels granted by the surrounding environment, might cause various types of damages on the device.

**IP theft and reverse engineering of bitstreams** An attacker accesses the plain bitstream in order to realize compatible, unprotected clones of the distributed components. The original bitstream can be obtained by adding a proper header and other configuration structures which are missing in the stolen bitstream (see Subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3).

**Digital right tampering** The end user manipulates the ROs associated with a component downloaded to the device in order to obtain unauthorized accesses. This might be done, for instance, by hacking the digital right representation in an NVM, for example, by changing the value of a counter which keeps track of the remaining number of uses.

**Software tampering** Since no assumption is made in this work on the security measures adopted by a software environment (in particular, here there are no assumptions about the environment, which is not necessarily compliant with a trusted computing architecture) an attacker might tamper with the software libraries interacting with the reconfigurable hardware component. In particular, the software part coming with the HDC might be completely hacked, while – in principle – the HDC might be emulated in software by an unauthorized library injected by the attacker.
3.2.3 DRM hardware functions

In order to effectively tackle the above security threats, some vital functions have to be supported by both the secure HDC distribution infrastructure and the corresponding device architecture.

**HDC validation**  
HDCs are very low-level in nature, since they involve the hardware part of the system. While the APIs ensures some form of isolation from the static part of the FPGA and the software environment, the open nature of the platform might introduce serious vulnerabilities exploited by malicious HDC developers. It would thus be highly desirable that the distribution infrastructure offers an off-line validation service. Given the reduced computing power normally available on the end user device, it is in fact unlikely that an HDC check takes place on the device itself, like an antivirus scan on a standard general purpose platform. Ideally, the HDC should undergo some form of verification at the time of registration by means of an external player, which is also in charge of HDC distribution and secure packaging.

**HDC distribution and billing**  
While validation guarantees the security from the user’s perspective, the infrastructure should also offer a platform for the protection of the Intellectual Property to third-party developers, ensuring secure distribution and billing of HDCs. The infrastructure should enable various business models, including pay-per-use policies for the downloaded components, preventing the uncontrolled redistribution of HDCs.

**HDC digital rights**  
Each distributed HDC will have a set of digital rights associated with it. These constitute the essential cryptographic element enforcing the distribution policies requested by the third-party developers, for example, per-use licensing, duration-based licensing and so on.

3.3 Hardware Architecture

With the goal to realize a working prototype of the device that can works within a DRM architecture, the FPGA has to be picked among commercially available programmable
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devices. This results in a number of technological constraints that were taken into account for the definition of the device architecture and the main interactions taking place for HDC distribution. The technological constraints directly reflect the security-related features of existing FPGA families [104]. First, a secure configuration mode should be available, where the configuration bitstream is stored outside the FPGA device in an encrypted form and is only decrypted inside the FPGA within a secure perimeter. Readback on the unencrypted bitstream is inhibited. Symmetric encryption (e.g. AES encryption) is the only mechanism available as the built-in mechanism for securing the FPGA bitstream, and a single symmetric key for enciphering both static and partial bitstreams is available. Furthermore, no NVM is available on-chip in the hardware execution environment, that is, the FPGA device. Concerning the interaction with the End User’s host device, HDCs are accommodated on a partially reconfigurable part of the FPGA (whose perimeter is defined statically at design time) although they are provided with an API allowing them to interact with both the static part and a software environment running outside the reconfigurable fabric.

The device architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. The hardware execution environment contains a partially reconfigurable region that can host additional processing components, for example, codecs. Third-party developers can implement and distribute their own components, that is, HDCs, which must comply with an API exposed by the hardware environment. Most likely, the whole application downloaded by the user will be made of a software part containing non-critical parts and a hardware-accelerated portion implemented in the form of an HDC. The FPGA is equipped with two built-in security mechanisms. In particular, the master reconfiguration key (MRK) is a symmetric encryption key used by the on-chip configuration circuitry to decrypt the (partial) bitstreams downloaded to the FPGA. The FPGA device identifier (FID) is a unique code associated with each different physical instance of the device, used to uniquely bind a bitstream to a user device. The FID is non-critical in terms of security and can be possibly accessed from the outside. Notice that both mechanisms reflect existing security-related measures available on current FPGA devices [104, 32].

Two key components are built around the FPGA device on top of the basic architecture. The secure initialization interface is essentially used to initialize the MRK. It is meant to be accessed in a secure environment under the sole control of the TTP and possibly of the FPGA fabric vendor. The SAM is a tamper-resistant device with encryption capabilities,
supporting symmetric and public-key cryptography and secure non-volatile storage. It is associated with the user identity and can be remotely accessed by the TTP online. In a real scenario, the SAM is likely to coincide with a Subscriber Identification Module (SIM) normally available in handheld devices, smart meters, set-top boxes and all devices that need to have a cryptographic identity. More generally, in trusted computing platforms the SAM will coincide with the TPM, which is equivalent to a smartcard in functionality. Moreover, in the particular case of a mobile device equipped with a SIM card, the TTP can coincide with the Mobile Network Operator (MNO), or can obtain the access to the user SIM from the MNO as a service. The SAM is vital in the envisioned architecture in that it provides a cryptographically secure storage for the ROs associated with each HDC, making the application stateful (unlike the FPGA itself), and linking the device identity with the user identity. Based on the above architecture, the following assumptions can be made concerning the security at the level of the device:

- the architecture surrounding the FPGA is not necessarily secure, in particular it must not necessarily be a trusted computing platform;
- the device can be physically tampered with;
- the SAM, along with the ROs in its NVM, can be removed and replaced with a fake SAM;
• the secure initialization interface is always accessible for writing the MRK (although the genuine MRK is always initialized in a secure environment).

### 3.4 Infrastructure Architecture

Figure 3.3 describes the proposed infrastructure for HDC distribution along with the interactions between the players.

The MRK initialisation involves the TTP and the End User, relying on the secure initialization interface. The process is write-only, meaning that the MRK can never be readback. Any attempt to access the initialization interface will result in the loss of previous MRK, making the bitstreams specific to this device unusable. Notice that the physical architecture is constrained by existing FPGA security mechanisms. In particular, the MRK key enters the FPGA in a plain form and can be read by probing the device pins during initialization. That implies that the initialization process must always take place in a secure environment, possibly at manufacturing time. Notice that
current technologies, such as Xilinx bitstream encryption, allows the non-volatile storing of the decryption key by either storing it in a RAM powered by a small backup battery or by using non-volatile OTP fuses.

The TTP can also interact with the SAM in the device to securely transfer the secret key used by the SAM to authenticate the FPGA requesting access to the ROs. Since the SAM (e.g. the user SIM card) represents a secure perimeter with its own identity and cryptographic capabilities, the interaction between the TTP and the SAM can take place at any time, possibly mediated by the MNO, in a secure way, even when the SAM and the FPGA are placed in an untrusted device.

A bitstream registration/validation/encryption procedure takes place between the TTP and the IPCore Vendor. This interaction takes place online through a standard secure channel, most likely an SSL-secured connection, in order to authenticate the TTP and preserve confidentiality of the HDC bitstream. Having full access to the bitstream, the TTP validates its structure by both checking its compliance with the standard API as well as its trustworthiness, for example, the absence of hardware trojans. Notice that it is very unlikely that the user device can autonomously perform such check directly on their device: On the one hand, that would expose the bitstream outside a secure perimeter and, on the other hand, it would require overly large analysis capabilities to reside on the user device. This is a major reason explaining the role of the TTP.

Once the validated and encrypted HDC bitstream is obtained from the TTP, the IPCore Vendor can distribute it directly to the end user, through possibly unsecure channels. It also creates and issues the ROs associated with the HDC. Figure 3.4 depicts the generic structure of an RO for an HDC. The ROs can define permissions, constraints and obligations enforced on the use the HDC. For instance, a limited number of uses can be granted for the distributed HDC, for example, for a trial installation. The management of the ROs (e.g. the count of the different uses) requires an NVM which, because of the above technological constraints, is hosted outside the FPGA in the SAM. The API available from the static part of the design to the HDC exposes the required interface to authenticate the HDC to the SAM through a challenge-response process before reading/updating the ROs associated with the HDC stored on the SAM. Notice that, as discussed later, the authentication of the FPGA to the SAM is key to guaranteeing a
trustworthy manipulation of the ROs, which do not reside on the HDC itself because of the lack of NVM in the FPGA.

### 3.5 Security Evaluation

This section reviews the attack scenarios previously identified and analyzes the impact of the security mechanisms put in place by the proposed infrastructure. For each security threat, more than one scenario is figured out, illustrating how they enable the attack and discussing its potential consequences on the system integrity.

#### 3.5.1 Malicious bitstreams

**Genuine host environment** This scenario assumes that an IPCore Vendor wants to inject a malicious HDC bitstream into the end user device without the user’s collusion. This implies that the software environment on the device is still genuine. The environment natively prevents FPGA configuration outside the secure environment accessed only by the TTP (see Figure 3.2). In particular, no MRK update can take place. As a consequence, only bitstreams previously validated and hence signed by the TTP can be downloaded to the FPGA. Of course, the authorized bitstreams can be deemed safe as
long as the TTP is able to successfully detect malicious bitstreams upon validation, for example, hardware trojans. A further level of protection is provided by the API exposed by the static part and the software environment to the partially reconfigurable HDC, which guarantees the isolation of the hosted component from the low-level features of the user device.

**Hacked host environment**  This scenario hypothesizes that the end users is actively involved in the attack in that he/she intentionally allows low-level modifications to the device, for example, replacing system components such as the SAM. No malicious modification, however, is possible within the secure environment accessed by the TTP to initialise the MRK. In case the MRK is stored in an on-chip RAM within the FPGA, by hacking the low-level features of the device, particularly the FPGA configuration logic, the user can inject their own MRK and consequently generate arbitrary bitstreams. However, apart from potentially causing damages to the device, this type of vulnerability by no means allows the generation of false ROs enabling unauthorized access to genuine bitstreams, since these are still enciphered with a legal secret MRK. In fact, hacked bitstreams can interact with the SAM, but they cannot authenticate themselves to the SAM, which will not allow any read/update operation on the stored ROs. Notice that the MRK can never be read back from the FPGA and can only be overwritten in case it is stored on an on-chip RAM powered by a back-up battery. On the other hand, if the MRK is stored in an NVM (e.g. fuses within the FPGA), the MRK cannot even be modified, which would provide improved security (while reducing the flexibility of the distribution infrastructure).

### 3.5.2 IP theft and reverse engineering

**Network sniffing**  HDC bitstreams exist in an unencrypted form only within the IPCore Vendor’s and the TTPs perimeter. Furthermore, they need to travel from the IPCore Vendor to the TTP across an untrusted communication channel. For this type of interaction, however, the channel can be easily secured through standard mechanisms, particularly an SSL connection. After being encrypted, the bitstream can be safely distributed through unprotected channels, for example, through the Internet.
Device hacking Bitstreams are stored in an encrypted form on the device. This makes it impossible to reverse engineer the HDC by reading it from the device configuration store, in addition to ensuring the confidentiality of the keys used for authenticating the FPGA to the SAM and decrypting the ROs. Encrypted bitstreams are decrypted within the FPGA after being downloaded from the configuration store. Consequently, the only possibility of obtaining the unencrypted bitstream at run-time would be to unpack the FPGA while it is powered up and probing the running configuration. Such a process is extremely unlikely to be feasible in practice. Nevertheless, its cost would be overly large compared to the illegal monetary gain it can possibly enable for the class of applications previously envisioned in this manuscript.

3.5.3 Right Object tampering

RO tampering based on cryptanalysis ROs are securely stored within the SAM, which only grants access to authenticated external components, namely the HDCs running within the FPGA. Furthermore, ROs might be optionally encrypted by means of an RO key (ROK) defined by the IPCore Vendor and hardwired in the HDC. ROs cannot thus be sniffed by physically probing the device. Securing the bitstream against IP theft by encryption also guarantees the protection of the ROKs stored in it.

RO tampering by device hacking Attacks not relying on cryptanalysis might instead consist in hacking the physical device, by replacing the whole NVM containing the ROs, for example, to restore the initial value of a counter. This vulnerability would inherently rely on the fact FPGAs need an external storage for handling non-volatile data. Here the use of a SAM is key, as it provides a secure perimeter where ROs can be stored and securely exchanged. Replacing the SAM has no effect since an authentication process takes place between the FPGA and the SAM. The use of the ROK to encrypt the ROs, possibly chosen by the IPCore Vendor on a per-device basis, provides a further level of protection.

3.5.4 Software hacking

If the device surrounding the FPGA is not a trusted computing platform in itself, the software environment can be easily tampered with. In particular, an attacker can easily
reverse engineer the software part accompanying the HDC. In fact, in a real-world scenario, HDCs are likely to implement only a performance-critical kernel of an application (e.g., an intra-frame predictor as a part of a software video codec). By analyzing the interface of the hardware component, the attacker could reproduce in software the functionality implemented by the HDC and hack the high-level application by replacing the FPGA with their own software routine. Obviously, however, even in the case that such hacking can reproduce a functionally equivalent HDC in software, the performance levels would be orders of magnitude lower, providing no practical incentives to the attackers, since the main value carried by a genuine HDC lies in its hardware-supported execution speed.

3.6 Prototypical Implementation and Results

In this section, an implementation of the FPGA-based End User’s device is presented, demonstrating the proposed architecture. To this aim, a commercial configurable platform, namely a Xilinx Zynq-7000 XC7Z020 mounted on a Zedboard development kit, is adopted, allowing to prototype both the hardware reconfigurable part and the software environment of the user device (see Figure 3.2). The system includes the Xilinx FPGA, a 512 MB DDR3, 256 MB Quad-SPI Flash, SDCard slot, Ethernet, USB OTG, HDMI/VGA and audio lines. The FPGA is a System on Programmable Chip; indeed, it has a fixed processing system that can operate independently of the FPGA Programmable Logic (PL). The core of the processing system is an ARM dual-core Cortex A9 32/32 KB I/D caches, 512 KB L2 cache. Some peripherals are available to the processing system, including the Device Configuration (DevC).

The DevC allows the processor to download full/partial bitstreams to the FPGA PL. It is also equipped with a built-in AES decryption engine, coupled to the HMAC engine, that can be activated to allow the configuration of encrypted bitstreams. The HMAC provides private key authentication using the SHA-256 hash function. The AES encryption key (i.e., the MRK) can be stored in the Battery Backed RAM (BBRAM) or in eFUSE array. The BBRAM is a reprogrammable/zeroisable memory that can be considered an NVM if a battery power supply is provided, because the battery guarantees the key storing when the device is powered off. The eFUSE is an OTP NVM, called eFUSE array. Both the registers provide secure storage because they are inaccessible to an attacker. In fact,
all the memory components (on chip memory, L1 and L2 cache, AXI block RAM, PL configuration memory, BBRAM and eFUSE) reside within the security perimeter of the FPGA \[98\]. Both BBRAM and eFUSE can be programmed with the AES key by using the JTAG interface with Xilinx iMPACT tool. In addition, eFUSE contains some other configuration bits, such as the disable read bit, that inhibits the AES key readback. Once these bits, including the key, are written in the eFUSE, they cannot be changed and, if the readback is disabled, they can never be read.

### 3.6.1 Software environment: Zedroid

In order to prototype the software stack of the user device, the FPGA was equipped with a software environment tailored for the Zedboard, obtained by porting the Google’s Android operating system for the Zynq platform, called Zedroid. The porting involved adapting the whole Android software stack and services on the Zynq PS core, supporting possible hardware extensions \[14\]. For instance, in this specific case, the Linux device tree had been patched to make the DevC and the custom accelerator visible to Android, and the kernel to support the DevC driver that manages the DPR process. As for the PL hardware, the Zedroid porting provides a basic HDMI core interface using the on-board ADV7511 chip and a blank processing accelerator, both defined with an AXI interface. By using the USB OTG protocol, the system accesses a SIM card reader to the system. The SIM includes a secure NVM which contains the ROs, providing information about the HDC payments/uses, because the FPGA is not equipped with an internal secure NVM. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic view of the described architecture. Concerning the hardware components, the FPGA hosts the HDMI and the AES decryption engine; concerning the software, the Android stack includes the kernel objects (KOs) and the user application that will be discussed in the next Subsections.

### 3.6.2 HDC lifecycle managing framework

To manage the installation of the accelerators via partial reconfiguration mechanisms, a framework that exposes some APIs has been developed. The APIs guarantee the dynamic configuration of a new hardware unit, by means of the DevC, within the Java code. As highlighted by Figure 3.5, the DevC driver structure is made of two parts. The low-level part, integrated in the Linux Kernel and User space, avoids inconsistent state of
Figure 3.5: Structure of the Zedroid architecture, equipped with the software and hardware components in order to support pay-per-use scheme.

the system. For instance, it provides synchronization mechanisms, by exploiting a kernel mutex, that resolves contentions when multiple partial reconfigurations are requested. This mechanism is replicated for each accelerator slot available on the PL, but for the experiments only a single accelerator has been considered. The high-level part of the driver is implemented by means of JNI functions: they allow an application running on the Dalvik Virtual Machine to call user space functions directly. By using these APIs, an Android Activity, or Service, requests for a partial reconfiguration. If the accelerator is not configured, the operation succeeds, else an error state is returned. Since at startup no HDC is installed, any attempts of accessing a blank device are forbidden by the low-level driver. Only after a partial reconfiguration operation it will be possible to access the new peripheral. When an Activity is to be destroyed, or paused, the accelerator is set free to grant other Activities access to the configuration of the accelerators. The behavior of the Activity on those events is a developer’s concern, because the use of the accelerator is tightly coupled with the Activity functions. After each installation, the accelerator is activated by checking a proper RO. This means that the Android App needs to query the SIM to receive an enciphered token used to activate the accelerator. The implementation of the token checking is an IPCore Vendor’s concern. This solution
involves both the IPCore Vendor and the TTP in the bitstream billing and access process.

### 3.6.3 Integrating dynamic hardware components

As for the HDC interaction with the user space software, the Zedroid project provides useful tools to easily integrate new hardware components. First of all, into the Device Tree of the Zedroid source files, a generic peripheral is declared so that, at boot time, the Linux Kernel is ready to load drivers for the dynamic devices. This peripheral is referred as a dummy or blank device. The configuration required for a Device Tree entry are the physical address, a unique ID, the interruption manager and so on. These values, for dummy device, are fixed and generic in order to support a high range of peripherals. To deploy new peripherals in the Zedroid environment (we can refer it as hdc_device), the software designer needs to define a KO which manages the interaction between the user, that is, Android applications, and the hardware component. To this aim, the Zedroid project provides a driver template which contains the functions needed to dynamically mount the hardware, by loading it in the kernel. Since the obtained driver is a KO, the system needs to run insmod to dynamically mount new drivers onto Linux Kernel space. This command installs a loadable module (i.e. driver) in the running kernel (Figure 3.5). If the procedure succeeds, the peripheral will look like a file under /dev system folder (e.g. /dev/hdc_device). All the information about the peripheral is retrieved from the Device Tree dummy entry, because the drive template file declares itself as compatible with the dummy device. To unmount the driver, in order to change it with another one, it is necessary to call rmmod. The template main functions are the file operations (read, write and seek), which implement the access logic to the peripheral. By using Java File class, it is possible to access this peripheral from the Android user space, instantiating a File object pointing to the right path (/dev/hdc_device). In the Zedroid source a Java Class, named ZedPeriph is available. This class, implemented with Singleton design pattern, declares some useful functions (such as open, close, seek, read and write) used to easily access the peripheral. By inheriting it, a developer can easily implement the main driver functionality, that is, the control, data transfer and status logic.
3.6.4 Configuration time overhead

In order to derive a quantitative analysis of the overhead introduced by the support for HDC distribution, some experiments were ran. In particular, the analysis regards the overhead required by the partial reconfiguration task using partial encrypted bitstreams and the overhead required for the SIM communication. As for partial reconfiguration, the differences between the plain and ciphered bitstreams are highlighted. To this aim, five partial block rectangles were designed, varying the sizes of the occupied resource, starting from the hardware project described above. The block sizes are as follows: $1600 \times \{1; 1.5; 2; 3; 6\}$ LUTs. For each partial block definition, two different hardware accelerators with an AXI stream interface were synthesized and the obtained partial bitstreams converted from the .bit to .bin format by using the Promgen software tool. Also, in order to measure the time to complete each partial reconfiguration process, the DevC driver was instrumented to count how many microseconds occur between the start and the end of the DMA transfer process. Each experiment was run nine times to average out the interferences caused by the Android OS and underlying Linux Kernel. Figure 3.6 shows the partial reconfiguration delay curves varying on the size of the bin file, referring to the plain and ciphered bin files, obtained by linear interpolation of the experiments. The values of the experiments related to the two different accelerator implementations were merged, because it is possible to observe that the configuration overhead depends only on the file size. The configuration delay trend is linear with respect to the size of the .bin in both cases, but the slope of the ciphered case is about four times larger than the plain one. In fact, the PCAP module in the DevC works with a frequency clock scaled down by a factor four, directly impacting the effective maximum throughput.

3.6.5 Case-study and experimental results

To demonstrate the proposed solution, a further experimental activity was conducted where the main interactions of the proposed distribution infrastructure were reproduced. From this additional test activity, the related overhead was quantified. Assume that a media player application, downloaded from the app store, includes a hardware accelerator, to be dynamically configured onto the system as an HDC, available at an extra fee. This accelerator implements the H.264 intra-frame prediction in order to enhance
the frame-per-second rate. By accessing the billing system, provided by the TTP as a normal online store, the End User is able to complete the payment transaction and get the access to the accelerator, provided by the application. This right is issued by the TTP as an RO and has to be written in the SIM. The accelerator is downloaded by the application as a partial enciphered bitstream by means of a URI. Once the application is configured by the Android Activity, it interacts with the SIM to see if it has the rights to access the accelerator. The SIM returns a ciphered token used by the Android Activity to activate the accelerator and to start the video playing. The application implements all the H.264 decompression process in software, except the intra-frame prediction, implemented by the installed HDC. This designed prototype was used to measure the time overhead required by RO managing in such a scenario. The SIM module communicates through a USB VCP at a baud rate of 9600 bps. The time requested to save a RO and to query the SIM for the RO were measured: the saving process requires on average 241 ms, the query about 182 ms. As for the hardware accelerator, the IPCore contains an H.264 infra-frame prediction and a 256-bit tiny AES core – used to process the RO on chip – requiring 6231 LUTs, 6752 Slice Registers and 98 Block RAM, that is, around 10% of the available resource. The overall overhead, measured from the DevC DMA starting time to the HDC activation, is 867 ms on average.

3.7 Considerations on the Approach Improvement

In addition to the definition of the infrastructure and device architecture, a major lesson learned from this experience lies in the analysis of the security-related features and
limitations of current FPGA devices. This Chapter is concluded by drawing a few proposals for the evolution of FPGA features that may enable the full realization of the secure HDC distribution concept:

- **Separate encryption keys**: current FPGAs rigidly use a single key for encrypting both static and partial bitstreams. This limitation inherently requires that the TTP, that is, the manager of the security architecture (embracing the static reconfigurable part of the user device) and the HDC developer (involving the partially reconfigurable region) rely on the same secret key. However, since there may be many independent developers, and each developer should not access the IP of other developers, the only solution was to let only the TTP know the encryption key and encipher the bitstreams in place of all the developers. By supporting separate encryption mechanisms for static and partial bitstreams, this fundamental limitation would be overcome.

- **On-chip FPGA authentication**: current FPGAs do not provide a secure perimeter with a cryptographic identity (possibly, based on public-key cryptography). So, no authentication and secure remote communication is possible between the FPGA
and a remote party, for example, the TTP. On the other hand, this is inherently possible with the SAM. However, being physically separated, the FPGA and the SAM must authenticate with each other for preserving the security of the interactions, for example, managing and transferring the ROs. This complication would be completely overcome if the FPGA would be provided with an on-chip authentication mechanism, which would allow the FPGA to directly establish a secure channel with the TTP. This would greatly simplify the interactions. In particular, the MRK initialisation process could take place remotely at any time, without requiring a secure environment.

- **On-chip NVM**: having NVM on the FPGA would remove the need for an external SAM device. The internal memory would be only used to make the FPGA stateful and store some information needed to track the state of the ROs. The bulk information, that is, the ROs themselves, may still reside outside the FPGA, possibly in an encrypted form on an external flash device. The state stored within the on-chip NVM would be essentially only used to prevent replay attacks, possibly re-encrypting ROs at each use so that the user cannot simply restore the initial value of the external NVM to gain illegal uses of the HDC. This solution would only require a limited amount of NVM to be available on the FPGA.

- **Reusing built-in encryption cores**: the prototypical implementation is equipped with an AES core on the static part of the FPGA. This is only required by DRM-related operations. On the other hand, the FPGA is already provided with an AES hardened core, required to decrypt the (partial) bitstreams, and only used at configuration time. Making such core available to the DRM-related operations would of course save a significant amount of hardware resources that could be exploited for the user design.
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The previous Chapter has demonstrated the feasibility of protecting IP through cryptography, also enabling powerful pay-per-use mechanism through the DRM architecture. But the proposed solutions relies on the availability of built-in descriptor, such that it is possible (partially) configure the FPGA by means of enciphered bitstreams. Old-family or low-end FPGAs were designed without any security mechanism, hence they are still vulnerable to the attacks listed in Section 2.1.

In this scenario, PUFs, previously introduced in Subsection 2.2.2, are an emergent solution to prevent at least bitstream theft and device cloning. All the other attacks are still effective, since the involved bitstreams are in plain and the FPGA has no inherently countermeasures. Through a binding mechanism, indeed, a design in the bitstream can be forced to work only on a particular device. Normally, the bitstream produced for a particular device family is able to be configured on any device which belongs to such a family. In this case, any attack that is able to retrieve the bitstream enables to clone a targeted device, as illustrated in Figure 4.1A. But exploiting a PUF, even if attackers obtain the the bitstream, they will be not able to use it on other devices, since, exploiting the unclonability (mathematical 2.2a and physical 2.2b) and uniqueness (2.3) properties, there are not FPGAs with the same PUF.

Recently, a bitstream binding technique has been proposed by Zhang et al. in [123, 122, 125]. In particular, authors proposed the first non-encryption IP binding method,
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Figure 4.1: Differences between bitstreams with and without binding to a specific device’s PUF.

which combines the unclonable PUF responses for a particular device with a finite state machine (FSM). Interestingly, the adoption of sequential circuits in FPGA designs/IP cores enables to restrict the bitstream to running only onto authorized FPGA chips. The FSM is designed such that both states and transitions depend on the PUF responses. The FSM checks its current state, and if the reached state is a lock state, it means that the PUF response is incorrect and that the device is not authorized to run the IP, thus the IP core is disabled. Its implementation is based on the concept of augmented FSM, which is a regular FSM with the addition of an exponential number of states and transitions, such that extracting its State Transition Graph representation is computationally intractable, making reverse engineering unfeasible. Moreover, Zhang et al. have shown a pay-per-device licensing mechanism exploitable by IP vendors which release licenses specifically for an FPGA device. Similarly to the scenario drawn in Section 3.2, the licensing mechanism involves the FPGA vendor, the authors devised a prototyping architecture the FSM-based lock mechanism proposed in the binding scheme. As anticipated in the previous Chapter, also Gören et al. in [45] have introduced a similar approach for a low-end device family, i.e. Spartan-6, which enables the secure configuration of partial bitstreams through a binding mechanism based on a FSM.

Therefore, to enable such a mechanism on old and low-cost FPGA families, the design of trustworthy PUFs is crucial. Not all the available architectures are suitable to implement on the FPGA technology. Indeed, some PUFs, such as the arbiter PUF (Figure 2.5), require symmetric routing. This condition is hard to meet in FPGA design since the routing resources are fixed in foundry and it is not possible to control the path to have a perfect symmetric conditions on involved delays.
To this aim, during the doctoral research activity, two valid candidates have been studied. One is represented by the Anderson PUF, which is logically simple and requires few resources compared to other PUFs, but it is specifically designed for Xilinx Devices. Indeed, the two above cited research works have adopted the Anderson PUF, respectively for the Xilinx Zynq-7000 and Xilinx Spartan-6 families. The other one is the Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF, which is the most investigated PUF since the RO primitive is easily exploitable on all the silicon technology, hence the RO PUF can be even considered as an universal PUF.

4.1 The Anderson PUF

The Anderson PUF can be mainly characterized as reliable, scalable, and easily to size. As indeed, the Anderson PUF is composed by some primitive elements, defined as Anderson cells, which output only 1-bit PUF response. The structure is composed of two shift-registers, two 2-to-1 multiplexers and one D flip-flop. Each shift-register is coupled with a multiplexer, and the output is synchronous with the clock signal and generates an alternating sequence of logic-0 and logic-1. However, their waveforms are complementary to each other. When one outputs a logic-1, the other shift-register outputs a logic-0, and vice-versa. Moreover, each multiplexer address signal is driven by the output of a shift-register, and the 0 data input of multiplexers is stuck to logic-0. Figure 4.2 reports the structure of the Anderson PUF cell, consisting of the elements drawn with solid lines. Multiplexer B has its 1 data input tied to logic-1 (depicted with the grey color in Figure 4.2), and its output N1 is connected to the 1 data input of the multiplexer A. The output of the multiplexer A (the N2 signal) drives the preset input port of the D flip-flop, which is initialized to logic-0. Since the preset and clear ports are asynchronous (independent from the system clock), the value held by the flip-flop may be changed to logic-1 from logic-0 by a positive glitch that appears on the preset port. Furthermore, the flip-flop is configured as one-catcher. Therefore, when the flip-flop memorizes logic-1 it will remain in this state indefinitely.

From a logical perspective, since shift-register outputs are complementary to each other, the signal N2 is always logic-0. However, although the two pairs of shift-register/multiplexer should be physically identical, their delays are different due to intrinsic manufacturing imperfections. Indeed, we can list two cases:
Figure 4.2: Logic schematics of the Anderson PUF cell. The solid lines draw the original Anderson PUF [8], and the dotted lines indicate the architecture with a 1-bit challenge response, proposed by Hori et al. in [54].

1. if the delay of the A pair is shorter than the B pair, when shift-register A shifts from logic-0 to logic-1, multiplexer A selects the 1 data input, but signal $N_1$ has not yet transitioned from logic-1 to logic-0. Therefore, signal $N_2$ is determined by the value of signal $N_1$, which is logic-1 until it transitions to logic-0. During this time interval, a glitch will appear on $N_2$;

2. if the delay of the A pair is greater than the B pair, when shift-register B shifts from logic-0 to logic-1, the A multiplexer has not yet selected the 0 data input. Again, signal $N_2$ is determined by the value of $N_1$, which is logic-1, and a glitch will appear on $N_2$ until the A pair transitions from logic-1 to logic-0.

The glitch shape, in particular its width, is determined by the difference of involved delays. Anderson claimed that if the glitch is too short, the routing network might be able to filter it before it reaches the preset input of the flip-flop [8]. But to be effective, the glitch width has also to be greater than the amount of time required to effectively preset the flip-flop (time constraint). Hence, a glitch appearing on $N_2$, and consequently on the preset input of the flip-flop, does not directly imply that the PUF cell response is logic-1. Therefore, a glitch tuning process is required during the PUF design.
4.1.1 Anderson PUF implemented on Virtex-5

Virtex-5 is built on a 65 nm process, and similarly to other Xilinx FPGAs, it is based on Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) arranged in a two-dimensional array (Figure 4.3A). A CLB comprises a pair of slices, each containing four 6-input LUTs, four flip-flops and other logic elements. Slices can be of two types: (i) slice L, which provides logic, arithmetic, and ROM functions; (ii) slice M, which includes the slice L functions, and also implements memory functions, such as distributed RAM and shift-registers. Each CLB can contain either two slices L or one slice M and one slice L. Both slices are equipped with a carry chain structure which can be used to propagates carry signals only through column-aligned slices.

Shift operations of the Anderson PUF are implemented using two slices M, in particular two LUTs configured as 16-bit shiftregisters. The two multiplexers are interconnected using the carry chain, and the flip-flop can be located in the same slice in which the other elements are allocated. Therefore, the Anderson PUF cell could be theoretically implemented using only one slice, but glitch modulation has to be considered. To this aim, Anderson increased the glitch pulse width by varying the distance between the two multiplexers. The best tuning was shown to be composed of 5 intermediate carry chain multiplexers. Indeed, Anderson stated that this configuration produced the best results in terms of responses quality [8].
4.1.1.1 Anderson PUF implemented on Spartan-3E

Spartan-3E architecture (Figure 4.3B) is different from the Virtex-5 structure. Indeed, each CLB is formed of four slices grouped in pairs, and each pair is organized as a column with an independent carry chain. Each slice is mainly composed of two 4-input LUTs, namely F-LUT and G-LUT, and two flip-flops, namely FFX and FFY. Right pairs slices belong to the slice L type, while left pairs belong to the slice M type.

Implementing the Anderson PUF on Spartan-3E involves the testing of different PUF cell architectures, since it is possible to act on several design parameters, which represent the degrees of freedom of the PUF cell design process. Indeed, the flip-flop can be either implemented using the FFX or the FFY storage element, and it can also be placed into the same slice used for the others PUF cell elements or into a different one. Similarly, it is possible to vary the multiplexers locations by picking either the slices M or the slices L, but having them on the same column, such that they can use the same carry chain. By varying the multiplexers and the flip-flop locations, it is possible to modulate the glitch pulse width. Furthermore, shift-registers can be either implemented by F-LUT or G-LUT of slices M. However, from experimental measurements, this parameter resulted to be a non-influencing factor as long as the symmetry constraint is met, meant both shift-registers should be mapped in the homologous LUTs. Additionally, it is possible to vary both the number of shifting bits and the initialization values of the two shift-registers, originally configured as 16-bit shifting 0x5555 and 0xAA9A values. Indeed, Huang et al. claimed that these values are not suitable for generating an unbiased PUF response, because there is a good chance that a positive glitch will appear independently by which shift-register/multiplexer pair is faster [54]. Hence, they proposed 0x8888 and 0x4444 values, and they showed that using this configuration better results could be obtained. Nevertheless, these values have been tested with all the implementations, but the obtained PUF response has been always equal to 0. Hence, in the further discussions these configurations will be not considered.

After testing several different PUF cell implementations, it is possible to identify the best PUF cell architecture (Figure 4.4A), by means of quality parameters (see Subsection 4.1.3). The selected architecture requires 5 slices and 2 CLBs, shift-registers are implemented using G-LUTs and their output is fed back to their input in order to allow the same output sequence to continue beyond the initial 16 cycles. Moreover,
shift-registers \( A \) and \( B \) are configured to shift the 16-bit values of 0x5555 and 0xAAAA, respectively. Multiplexers are implemented using the slice L carry chain, resulting in a cascade of 5 multiplexers. The D flip-flop is located into the same slice of multiplexer \( A \), and it uses the FFY storage element.

### 4.1.2 Enhanced Anderson PUF

The Anderson PUF cannot work in a challenge-response paradigm, but only as unique signature generator, since input (challenge) signals are not involved. To address this issue, authors in [54] proposed the PUF cell structure shown in Figure 4.2, which is formed by the original PUF cell elements (depicted with solid lines) and additional ones (depicted with dotted lines). Indeed, one extra multiplexer \( C \) is located between the \( A \)
and the $B$ one, and two additional multiplexers ($D_1$ and $D_2$), accordingly with the value of the challenge $x$, drive the output of the extra shift-register $E$ into the input of the shift-registers $B$ and the $C$. Shift-register $E$ and $A$ are configured to output an alternating and complementary sequence of logic-0s and logic-1s. If $x = 1$, the multiplexer $D_1$ feeds the input of the shift-register $C$ with the output of the shift-register $E$, while the multiplexer $D_2$ feeds the input of shift-register $B$ with a constant logic-1 value. Therefore, the multiplexer $C$ outputs depend on the shift-register $E$ output, and the multiplexer $B$ forwards its output. Conversely, if $x = 0$, the multiplexer $D_1$ feeds the input of the shift-register $C$ with a constant logic-1 value, while the multiplexer $D_2$ feeds the input of the shift-register $B$ with the output of the shift-register $E$. In this case, the multiplexer $C$ outputs a constant logic-1, and the multiplexer $B$ can either output a logic-0 or a logic-1 accordingly to the output of the shift-register $E$. Therefore, the purpose of the challenge signal is to pick two multiplexers in order to compare their delays. The allocation of multiple enhanced Anderson cells does not request to replicate each time the shift-register $E$, because its role is just to provide the right sequence to the shift-register $B$ or $C$ accordingly with the challenge signal.

Following this procedure, signal $x$ for each PUF is one challenge bit, and considering $N$ PUF cells, the PUF is able to generate $2^N$ responses. However, since the Anderson PUF is a concatenation of elementary cells which outputs are not dependent on other challenge inputs, the output of the PUF is easy to predict. Indeed, a simple attack is trivial to be successfully accomplished, considering two responses from challenges which all bits are fixed to logic-0s and logic-1s. Thus, compounding bits from the two previous responses, which rely on given challenge bits, it is easy to exactly emulate all the $2^N$ possible PUF outputs. Indeed, it is necessary to collect two responses from the PUF with only two challenges inputs (e.g. bit-string of zeros and bit-string of 1), then, according to the challenge to predict, the proper responses bits have to be picked. To address this issue, more challenge bits have to be integrated into the PUF cell design by following the procedure described above, or using a hash-function which produces responses hard to predict, e.g. $r' = \text{hash}(c \oplus \text{PUF}(c))$. 
4.1.2.1 Enhanced Anderson PUF implemented on Spartan-3E

The degrees of freedom of the Enhanced Anderson PUF cell are the same of the Anderson PUF cell. However, since more logical elements are required, there are fewer possible implementations for the matching of the Enhanced PUF cell into 2 CLBs.

Among all possible implementations, which are in number less than the porting of the previous architecture, the best PUF cell architecture have been identified (Figure 4.4B). It requires 7 slices and 2 CLBs. The flip-flop is positioned into the slice M slice above the shift-register A one, and it is implemented using the FFX storage element. The external shift-register E is configured to output 0xAAAA, and the A one with 0x5555 value. Both shift-registers have their output connected to their input in order to allow the same output sequence to continue beyond the initial 16 cycles. Moreover, the output of the shift-register E drives the input of the two additional multiplexers D1 and D2, which, according to the challenge signal value, generate the configurations for the shift-registers B and C. Therefore, one of the two shift-registers outputs 0xAAAA, and the other all logic-1s. In particular, multiplexers D1 and D2 are implemented using G-LUTs of the same slices where multiplexers B and C are implemented. As for the basic Anderson PUF, the optimal carry chain length turned out to be composed of 5 multiplexers.

4.1.3 Experimental validation

This Subsection illustrates the experimental results obtained from the PUF architectures described above in Subsections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.2.1. In particular, 15 Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGAs (XC3S1200E) on Digilent Nexys 2 boards involved in each experimental campaign. Since the XC3S1200E FPGA has 60 CLB rows for each CLB column and each Anderson PUF cell (for both the architectures) requires 2 CLB rows, it is possible to instantiate 30 PUF cells on a single CLB column, thus achieving a 30-bit PUF response per CLB column. Each experiment involved a 60-bit PUF response, hence 2 entire CLB columns were required. Furthermore, the FPGA was split in 11 non-overlapping vertical regions, resulting in 11 different 60-bit PUF implementations per FPGA, thus 11 × 15 = 165 different PUFs. Their responses were sampled at the FPGA start-up using Xilinx ChipScope Pro tool. However, the Enhanced Anderson PUF involves a different procedure since it requires challenge inputs. Therefore, two challenges were adopted,
one composed of all logic-0s and one composed of all logic-1s, and a different ChipScope
instance in order to set the challenge bits and to clear the value held by the flip-flops.
The following procedure has been applied for each challenge:

- the signal clear is set to logic-1 in order to reset the values held by the flip-flops;
- the challenge is applied;
- the signal clear is set to logic-0, hence the flip-flops are free to latch any positive
  glitch appearing on their preset input ports;
- the response is sampled.

In order to evaluate the quality of the PUF architectures, the gathered responses were
analyzed with some quality metrics, which goal is to evaluate how the PUFs are close to
some ideal properties given in Subsection 2.2.2.1. Further results are briefly summarized
in Table I along with some other delay-based PUFs available in the literature.

4.1.3.1 Global uniqueness

In order to adopt PUFs in security applications, their responses have to be unique among
a population of devices. To this aim, the global uniqueness metric can be adopted in
order to measure the variation of PUF responses to the same set of challenges, but
on different devices. The global uniqueness can be obtained as the average fractional
Hamming Distances (fHDS) between all the PUFs responses pairs extracted from the
combination of different devices, FPGA regions, and challenges (if any). The HD is a
function on two binary strings of equal length which returns the number of homologous
bits that differ, or, in other words, the minimum amount of substitutions needed to
change one string into the other. The fHD normalizes the HD between 0 and 1, dividing
the HD by the string length. Moreover, let $R$ be the number of PUFs responses resulting
from the product between the amount of different devices (15) and the PUF instances
(11). Let $r_i$ and $r_j$ ($i \neq j$) be two of the $R N$-bit responses, the percentage measure for
the global uniqueness can be defined as:

$$Uniqueness = \frac{2}{R(R - 1)} \sum_{i=1}^{R-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{R} \frac{HD(r_i, r_j)}{N} \times 100\%.$$

(4.1)
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If PUFs output uniformly distributed and independent random response bits, the global uniqueness is close to 50% on average. Values higher or lower than 50% result in lower chip-distinguishability.

Since 165 different PUFs instances were defined, the global uniqueness of the Anderson PUF can be evaluated by calculating $\frac{165\times164}{2} = 13530$ Hamming Distances. Their average yield to a global uniqueness of 47.18%, and Figure 4.5A shows the distribution of the Hamming Distances, which can be assumed to be Gaussian with a mean of 28.30 and a standard deviation of 6.68. It follows that the average response distance is equal to 28.30, which is really close to the ideal value of 30 (all the responses differ from one another for half bits).

The same procedure can be applied on the Enhanced Anderson PUF to evaluate the global uniqueness. However, since there are 2 challenges for each PUF, the number of unique response pairs is equal to $\frac{(165\times2}\times[(165\times2)-1]}{2} = 54285$. Their average yield to a uniqueness of 49.37%, and the Hamming Distance distribution (Figure 4.5B) can be assumed to be Gaussian with a mean of 29.62 and a standard deviation of 4.82, slightly better than the normal Anderson PUF.

4.1.3.2 Reliability

Ideally, a PUF should always be able to exactly reproduce the same response when the same challenge is applied. However, as anticipated before, since PUFs are based on variations of electrical characteristics, a number of response bits might change under
either stable or variable environmental conditions, such as temperature and power supply. To this aim, the reliability metric can be used to estimate the percentage number of bits in a response which does not change value among responses obtained from a repeatedly applied challenge. For a device \( d \), let \( M \) be the number of measurements of \( N \)-bit responses, \( r'_{d,j} \) \((j = 1, 2, ..., m)\), and \( r_d \) be the baseline reference response of the \( d \)-th device. The reliability can be estimated as:

\[
\text{Reliability}(d) = \left(1 - \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \frac{HD(r_d, r'_{d,j})}{N}\right) \times 100\%.
\]

A PUF with stable responses achieves a high value of reliability, thus its value should be as close as possible to 100%.

The reliability values of the proposed implementations were calculated both under stable and variable temperature, while applying a fixed voltage of 1.20V. Each PUF response has been sampled 37 times per PUF instance (and with the same applied challenge for the Enhanced PUF), and a temporal majority vote has been applied to determine the most frequent response.

However, even if the temperature on chip is unknown, due to the lack of sensors on board, since the experiments have been conducted in a short time, we can assume that the temperature was stable and equal to the room temperature of about 24°C. Furthermore, the baseline reference response was picked as the most frequent one, and the reliability was calculated as its fractional Hamming Distance with the other 36 responses. The average values of reliability for the 165 PUF instances are 99.85% and 99.91% for the Anderson PUF and the Enhanced architecture, respectively.

Applying the same methodology, it is possible to estimate average reliability values under different conditions. In particular, some experiments were conducted heating the chip for at least 5 minutes with a warm air flow. By exploiting a temperature sensor next to the FPGA die, the temperature was measured and it was equal to about 70°C. Also in this scenario, the baseline reference response was the most frequent one obtained in the previous experiments. Evaluating the fractional Hamming Distance with the other majority responses under the higher temperature value, reliability value for the normal Anderson PUF is equal to 90.79%, while the enhanced architecture achieve the value of
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Global Uniqueness and Reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUF Type</th>
<th>Global Uniqueness</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbiter PUF [66]</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>99.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO PUF [109]</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
<td>99.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson PUF Virtex-5 [8]</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>96.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson PUF Zynq-700 [124]</td>
<td>49.6%</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson PUF Virtex-6 [54]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>92.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson PUF Spartan-6 [45]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson PUF Spartan-3E</td>
<td>47.18%</td>
<td>90.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson PUF Spartan-3E (Enhanced)</td>
<td>49.37%</td>
<td>98.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Global uniqueness and Reliability estimated for some delay-based PUFs.

98.14%. The enhanced architecture is considerably better than the normal one under temperature variations.

4.1.3.3 Uniformity

A PUF is expected to generate responses containing ideally the same number of logic-0s and logic-1s. Therefore, the uniformity metric (also called randomness by Hori et al. in [53]) can be exploited to estimate the distribution of logic-0 and logic-1 in PUF responses. Let \( N \) be the number of response bits, and \( i \) be the \( i \)-th response, the percentage measure for uniformity of response \( r_i = r_{i,1}r_{i,2}...r_{i,N} \) can be defined as:

\[
Uniformity(i) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{b=1}^{N} r_{i,b} \times 100%.
\]

A value of 100% means that all \( r_i \) response bits are logic-1. For true random bits, uniformity should be as close as possible to its ideal value of 50%. Let \( R \) be the number of responses, resulting from the product between the amount of different PUF instances and input challenges (if any). The average uniformity can be calculated as:

\[
Uniformity = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{i=1}^{R} Uniformity(i)
\]

Experimental measurements yield to average uniformity values of 50.59% and 50.99% for the Anderson PUF and the Enhanced architecture, respectively. Being really close to the 50% ideal value, these results confirm once again the good properties of the proposed designs.
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4.2 Ring Oscillator as Secrecy Source for PUFs

RO is a widespread adopted primitive in the hardware design. Thanks to its easiness in the implementation in HDL, it can be used in any hardware technology. In the FPGA design, ROs are mainly exploited to implement secure primitives, such as True Random Number Generator (TRNG) and PUFs. The former is an unstable circuit which has to output a stream of random bits, the latter is a primitive which provides unique and stable hardware fingerprints. Both rely on the RO, but differently, as the TRNG exploits the randomness of oscillations jitter [42, 76] and the PUF exploits the randomness of oscillation frequencies for different ROs [74, 109].

Figure 4.6 illustrates a generic RO PUF architecture. The mechanism exploited by the PUF is a differential frequency measurement operation. Providing a challenge, a pair of ROs is selected and two frequencies are measured by means of counters. Once the frequencies $f_a$ and $f_b$ are gathered, the PUF gives one response bit:

$$r = \begin{cases} 
1 & f_a \leq f_b \\
0 & f_a > f_b 
\end{cases}$$

(4.2)

Before try to analyze the RO PUF, this Section introduces a set of experiments which aim is to characterize the frequency behavior. Then, the Subsection 4.3 details a new PUF architecture which is based on ROs.
4.2.1 Research work on RO characterization

In the literature, a significant amount of research papers have addressed the characterization of ROs and the sensitiveness problem of ROs from external and uncontrolled working conditions. Sedcole et al. in [100] showed a characterization analysis for ROs implemented on 18 Altera Cyclone II FPGAs, demonstrating a systematic process variability. In [75], Maiti et al. characterized the ROs frequencies over a population of 193 Xilinx Spartan-3E S500 FPGAs, giving details about an implementation of RO PUF. Later, the authors of [119] gave a deeper analysis of frequency distribution used in [75]. In particular, through the Anderson-Darling test, similarity analysis and principal component analysis, they demonstrated that ROs are eligible secure primitives, since they are well distributed among different devices and hard to predict. Authors of [92] proposed a technique to mitigate the temperature effect on the RO PUF responses stability. Merli et al. in [77] addressed the problem of the logic which surrounds RO, giving an exhaustive frequencies characterization on a Xilinx Spartan-3E devices, with the aim to define a useful technique to deal with PUF response instability. Amouri et al. analyzed the transistor aging effect on Spartan 6 FPGA devices exploiting the oscillation frequencies from RO [7]. In particular they stressed devices and measured the impact of such a stress on ROs frequencies, demonstrating a degradation of 5.17% on read frequencies.

4.2.2 RO frequencies characterization

The RO PUF is an easily implementable hardware primitive and, with respect to other proposed PUFs architectures, it does not require special attention to symmetric placement, since the RO structure is a single closed loop [109]. For the FPGA technology, this implies a suitable implementation for every device and family. The design parameters which characterize the RO loop are identifiable in: the number of stages, the routing and the placement. As for the first, it affects the oscillation frequency because the increasing of involved stages in the loop causes a greater delay. In the same manner, the routing has to be considered as longer connections cause slower oscillation frequencies. At the end, the placement of the RO loop involves the choice of which basic elements implement the ring stages, i.e., the relative position among loop stages and the position of them within the chip.
Other parameters alter the RO frequency, in particular the working conditions of the device. Mainly, they can be considered as unwanted side effects, which cannot be controlled at design level and during the runtime. The supplied voltage is directly related to the signal propagation delay, hence the RO frequency is sensitive to the voltage variations. Those variations can be caused either by unstable supplied voltage or by variable workload of the logic that surrounds the RO, which absorbs a significant current and causes a local voltage drop. Hence, the switching activity, i.e. the logical values switching frequency of the signals of the surrounding logic, represents a disturb.

The die temperature, similarly to the voltage, is able to cause a degradation of the design performance, since at higher temperature values the signal propagation delay increases. Even in this case, two sources can be identified. Obviously the environmental temperature in which the circuit works is responsible for the signal delay over all the die, but a secondary contribution can be caused by local heating. Indeed, a high speed circuitry is able to warm the surrounding area due to dissipation effect, hence it might affect the speed of other on-chip structures.

Another investigated side effect is the aging of the chip. Indeed, even with perfect and stable working conditions, during the chip lifetime, the frequency can be altered by the aging in a permanent manner. In fact, contrary to previous discussed effects, the aging of the chip is incremental and cannot be recovered once happened. Aging has different contributions, such as the hot carrier injection, the oxide breakdown, the electromigration phenomenon, the negative and positive bias temperature instability [68].

4.2.3 RO structure and measurement architecture

The RO structure adopted to characterize the frequencies is reported in Figure 4.7. A control gate interrupts the ring in order to enable or disable the oscillation and its output...
is exploited to obtain the oscillating signal. If the number of inverting stages are odd, the control gate must be an and-gate (Figure 4.7A), otherwise a nand-gate (Figure 4.7B).

In order to measure the RO frequency value, a simple measure architecture is exploited, similar to the RO PUF case, which requires only two counters. One counter establishes the time window in which the frequency measurement has to be accomplished, hence it is timed by the system clock, which frequency is \( C \), and it is configured to count up to a maximum fixed value \( T \). The other is fed with the RO output, so it counts the edges (rising or falling) of the oscillations. When the first clock reaches the established maximum counting value, the RO is disabled and the RO frequency can be obtained as \( R \times C/T \), with \( R \) the number of counted oscillations edges. Due to the uncertainty on the system clock phase, this measurement introduces a measurement error \( \varepsilon = \pm \frac{C}{2T} \).

The measurement architecture is implemented on Xilinx Spartan-6 XC6LX16 45 nm devices within Nexys3 boards. Each CLB of Spartan-6 technology contains a pair of slices, slice L and slice X or slice M and slice X, and all of them are equipped with four 6-input LUTs. The two different slices couples are alternated among CLBs columns [120]. The targeted FPGA device has a CLB array composed of 18 columns and 60 rows. The clock counter width is 18 bits and the RO counter width is fixed to 24 bits. This choice enables to keep the RO and the two counters bounded in a block of 12 CLB, such that it can be easily placed over allowed FPGA positions. Furthermore, each implemented entity is fixed in position within the cell and in used basic elements. This implies that each cell translation does not alter the design at the netlist level description.

In order to read the bits contained in the RO counter, the design architecture is instrumented with Xilinx Chipscope, in particular with one Virtual IO port and one ICON, and, by adopting the Xilinx software libraries, the value can be elaborated by a PC in which the board is plugged-in (Figure 4.8). Like the RO measurement cell, all involved Chipscope cores are bounded in a fixed shape and constrained in location and basic elements.

### 4.2.4 Result and validation

This Subsection collects all the experiment and details all the issues involved with measuring technique previously introduced, analyzing read frequencies that are gathered
under different conditions. Thus, all the experimental analysis are listed below, in order to illustrate how ROs frequencies are altered by external and uncontrolled conditions.

4.2.4.1 Analysis of the logic which surrounds the RO

As the surrounding logic is unavoidable to on-chip measure the frequency, it is necessary to evaluate how components surrounding ROs may influence their frequencies. At this aim, first of all the impact of the proximity of both two counters and the Chipscope logic to the RO were evaluated and, to avoid unwanted effects of temperature variations, the external temperature was fixed at 26.6°C by means of a thermal chamber.

In particular, tests targeted a single 5-stage RO, implementing it by exploiting several synthesis, changing the on-chip position of the clock counter, RO counter and Chipscope logic, one by one keeping the other fixed. The design diversity allowed to see how the surrounding logic involved in a frequency measurement affects read frequency values. In each experimental campaign ∼1000 experiments were ran and each one was repeated 25 times in order to mitigate the measuring error by averaging the values. Figure 4.9 reports frequencies distributions, obtained by allocating counters and Chipscope in different positions, considered as percentage variations from the average value. As for the RO counter, its position mostly does not influences the frequency value, except for some positions around the same rows in which the RO is placed, causing an increase of 0.1% on read values (Figure 4.9A). Differently, the read frequency is sensitive to the placement of the clock counter, with an alternating of decreases and increases of −1%/+ ∼ 3% (Figure 4.9B). In both the cases, the measured frequencies turned out to
be stable when counters were placed close to ROs. Figures 4.9C and 4.9D show that the impact of Chipscope on read frequencies is practically insignificant, even changing the shape in which its logic is bounded. In particular, placing Chipscope logic in different vertical positions does not have any significant effect, but moving it horizontally causes a slightly frequencies decrease (maximum \( \sim 0.05\% \)) proportionally to the distance. Hence Chipscope can be considered as a non-intrusive surrounding logic. Indeed, during the oscillations sampling process, its logic does not work.

To better evaluate the effect of an intrusive logic that heavily works near the RO, an architecture characterized by a pseudo-random behavior was designed. It is inspired by the Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). Compared to a classic LFSR, which is a single shift register which combines some values with a xor function to drive the shift-in input, the surrounding logic was defined to perfectly fit the slices structure, guaranteeing a higher workload. Since each slice contains four 6-input LUTs and their outputs can be registered in flip-flops, a very pervasive surrounding logic has to exploit all LUTs inputs with high switching activity signals and has to occupy as much as resource in the slices, including registers. Figure 4.10 shows an high level schematic of the devised logic. Each CLB has two slices which generate pseudo-random switching activity exploiting four parallel 6-input xor functions and storing the generated output values in flip-flops. The input assignment for xor function involves four signals locally picked, i.e. within the

Figure 4.9: Distribution of ROs frequencies values, considered as percentage variation from the average, with different places for counters and Chipscope debug logic.
Figure 4.10: A schematic overview of the implemented intrusive logic, which fit the internal structure of the Spartan-6 device.

CLB, and two from outside signals of neighbor CLBs. Iterating such structure in a loop generates an auto-sustained signal switching, like the LFSR, but with more simultaneous activities per clock-cycle.

The cells activity can be easily disabled driving the signal clock-enable for all the involved flip-flops. The density of this intrusive logic, evaluated as the number of occupied LUTs on four times the number of occupied slices, reaches values between 75% and 85%. Figure 4.11 reports three experiments with different intrusive logic configurations, respectively $3 \times 8$, $8 \times 6$ and $6 \times 18$, considering the frequency as percentage against average values of targeted RO measured without any insertion of intrusive logic. In all reported cases the logic causes a frequency decreasing around 0.4% when it is on and, surprisingly, it causes a frequency increasing of about 0.15% when it is off. Moreover, the logic is more intrusive in frequencies measurements when the prominent dimension is the height, hence the logic turns out to be more invasive if it is vertically stretched.
4.2.4.2 Analysis of the stages number and routing

The frequency value of ROs is tightly coupled with the number of stages in the ring, such that longer loops cause lower frequencies. In order to study the frequency behavior in a statistical manner, a huge quantity of frequencies were extracted from different locations on chip and by exploiting several chips. Let $f_{n,m,d,s}$ be the frequency read from the $n$-th RO at the $m$-th experiment with $s$ inverting stages placed on the $d$-th device. Then, let $N$, $M$, $D$ and $S$ be respectively the number of ROs that have been placed on chip, the number of trials to sample the same RO, the number of involved devices and the set of the different defined stages. For the sake of ease, let $f_{n,d,s}$ be the mean frequency value obtained averaging all the $k$ trials:

$$f_{n,d,s} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} f_{n,m,d,s}. \quad (4.3)$$

For each $s$ it is possible to calculate the associated average frequency value:

$$f_s = \frac{1}{D} \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f_{n,d,s} = \frac{1}{D} \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} f_{d,s} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f_{n,s} = \frac{1}{D \cdot N} \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f_{n,d,s} \forall s \in S.$$
Then, the global standard deviation is defined as:

$$\sigma(s) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{d=0}^{D-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (f_{n,d,s} - f_s)^2}{D \cdot N}}, \forall s \in S.$$  

Other standard deviations can be computed, considering the distribution of frequencies within the same device and among different devices. To this aim, the intra-die standard deviation is defined as:

$$\sigma_{\text{intra}} = \sigma_{d,s} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (f_{n,d,s} - f_{d,s})^2}{N}}, \forall s \in S, \forall d. \quad (4.4a)$$

Contrary to the intra-die, the inter-die standard deviation has to be calculated among different devices, hence:

$$\sigma_{\text{inter}} = \sigma_{n,s} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{d=0}^{D-1} (f_{n,d,s} - f_{n,s})^2}{D}}, \forall s \in S, \forall n. \quad (4.4b)$$

Five different loops were defined: their number of inverting stages was in the range \([4, 8]\).

In each design, the control gate of the loop was fixed in the bottom LUT of the slice X and the loop has been arranged in the other available LUTs in slice X and the other slice, which kind (M or L) depends on the CLB column. Each RO measurement block is implemented in every allowable place on the FPGA, as in the previous experimental campaigns, obtaining about 1000 different design implementations, hence \(\sim 1000\) frequency values. Ten devices were involved in the measurement campaign. The Table II lists mean and standard deviation values of frequencies for the five configurations.

The higher is the amount of stages, the lower are both average values and associated standard deviations. This implies that if the loop is longer, the values are closer to the average frequency values. Indeed, since each loop stage introduces a delay that is affected by uncertainty due to manufacturing variations, the uncertainty on the global delay turns out averaged.

The same happens also considering standard deviations of frequencies among different devices. In fact, in the same table there are two other standard deviations varying the
Table II: Mean values and standard deviations of RO frequencies for different stages. The Intra-die and Inter-die are calculated among 10 ROs and 10 devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RO Stages</th>
<th>Mean (MHz)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Intra-die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>351.4552</td>
<td>7.1784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>347.3760</td>
<td>7.0729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>259.1042</td>
<td>5.1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>201.2785</td>
<td>3.6479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>190.6770</td>
<td>3.7693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.12: Frequency distribution for two different mapping 4-stages RO configurations placed over all the FPGA device.

The number of RO stages: one is the average value, among 10 devices, of standard deviations calculated considering 10 different ROs, i.e., average intra-chip standard deviation reported in Equation 4.4a; the other is the average value, among 10 ROs, of standard deviations calculated for 10 different devices, i.e., average inter-chip standard deviation reported in Equation 4.4b. These two quantities represent how scattered are frequencies and, since intra-chip dispersion is greater than inter-chip ones, they illustrate that frequencies are closer among them when they are picked from the same device than the case in which they are from different devices. Moreover their dispersion values are inversely proportional to the number of stages.

Furthermore, besides the RO structure, the placement and routing of the loop plays a crucial role in determining the oscillating frequencies. In order to put in evidence the relationship among different routing configurations and corresponding frequencies, two identical 4-stages ROs were designed, but with different mapping within a slice X. In particular, the architectures were obtained by swapping two stages in the LUT assignment such that involved paths were different at least for two stages. The two

\[ \text{As explained later, the RO frequency characterization is different considering RO implemented in CLBs of even columns and odd columns. Standard deviations reported in table are evaluated considering both the frequency distributions associated to odd and even columns. The experimental values for each frequency group are close to } \sigma/\sqrt{2}, \text{ since for each kind of CLB the standard deviations are very similar.} \]
configurations were placed in every allowable location on the FPGA and their frequency distributions are reported in Figure 4.12. The average values differ from one another by \(\sim 100\) MHz and their standard deviations by \(\sim 2.35\) MHz. Moreover, each distribution contains two well-distinguishable frequencies peaks. Correlating the frequencies with the spatial position, it is possible to note that ROs which are placed within a CLB in even columns, characterized by a slice X and slice L pair, have frequencies that in values are less than others placed in odd columns, characterized by a slice X and slice L pair. This happens even if the RO structure is entirely placed within a slice X. We can conclude that the two different distribution peaks are caused by different involved routing resources.

4.2.4.3 Temperature analysis

The working temperature for an integrated circuit is directly related to the signal propagation delay. Indeed, high working temperatures cause a performance degradation in terms of speed. In order to analyze the effect of temperature changing on ROs frequencies, 5 stages ROs were characterized on a single device under 6 different external fixed temperature: 0°C, 13.3°C, 26.6°C, 40°C, 53.3°C and 66.6°C. To this aim, the FPGA was placed in a thermal chamber which keeps the temperature with a precision of 0.1°C. When the thermal chamber reached the right temperature, the frequency measurement process have started after 30 minutes in order to be sure that the die has uniformly reached the same external temperature before starting each test campaign. Figure 4.13 illustrates all measured frequencies varying the temperature within the range [0°C, 66.6°C]. They are inversely proportional to temperature values and the relationship between them is quite close to be a linear function. The only observable exception is after 40°C because the curve start to be more descendant. To better analyze the relationship between the temperature value and the ROs frequencies, we can consider the difference quotient for each temperature range, namely how the frequency decreases increasing the temperature of 13.33°C.
Table III: Frequencies and difference quotients for ROs placed in even and odd columns varying the working temperature.

| Temperature (°C) | Even Column | | Odd Column | | |
|-----------------|-------------|-----------------|-------------|-----------------|
|                 | Frequency (MHz) | Difference Quotient | Frequency (MHz) | Difference Quotient |
| 0               | 348.5540     | -0.2842          | 361.8935     | -0.2937          |
| 13.3            | 344.7655     | -0.2970          | 357.9787     | -0.3083          |
| 26.6            | 340.8063     | -0.3327          | 345.1964     | -0.3453          |
| 40              | 336.8726     | -0.2951          | 349.7988     | -0.3054          |
| 53.3            | 332.4376     | -0.3540          | 340.2945     | -0.3677          |

Figure 4.13: Values for all ROs frequencies varying the working temperature.

Figure 4.14: Difference quotient distributions evaluated before and after 40°C.

As for the even and odd CLB columns, there is a difference in terms of difference quotient, as illustrated in Table III. The distance between the difference quotient of even and odd columns can be approximated as constant and equal to 0.015 MHz/°C. This implies that the frequencies of ROs placed in even columns are more sensitive than others placed in odd columns.

4.2.4.4 Aging analysis

The aging is an unavoidable process that afflicts any IC, causing performance degradation and leakage current increase. In order to evaluate its impact on ROs, it is possible to perform aging acceleration through stressful working conditions, in particular with high temperature and supplied voltage. At this aim, the FPGA core was stressed with
an external power supply at 1.8 V (+50% more than the nominal value) and heating the chip up to 80°C for 7 days. In order to clear the effects of the reversible aging process, the FPGA was recovered in 3 days under nominal working conditions but at 80°C. As in the temperature experiments, a 5 stages ROs was adopted to characterize the device before and after the aging process. Figure 4.15 illustrates such characterization through frequency histograms. The aged device frequency distribution has the same shape as the fresh version and it is shifted by ∼0.6 MHz. Indeed, as reported in Figure 4.16, the difference quotient values are distributed as a gaussian which means is around 0.6 MHz.

4.3 Frequencies Signature PUF

This Section introduces a new technique to recognized a device by exploiting ROs. Contrary to available RO PUF architectures, which compares two ROs to extract a 1-bit response, this technique considers directly frequency values to discriminate several silicon devices. For this reason, the devised PUF is defined as Frequencies Signature
Figura 4.17: Temperatura (ma anche altri parametri di lavoro) può differenziare i due RO, causando risposte instabili per il RO PUF.

based PUF (FS PUF). The FS PUF does not provide sequences of bits, but a mechanism to authenticate silicon devices. Such mechanism, applying some transformations to the read frequencies, is inherently immune to external changes. The FS PUF effectiveness is mathematically demonstrated and empirically evaluated through experimental results.

4.3.1 A model of read frequencies

Experiments conducted and illustrated in Subsection 4.2.4 put in evidence that, for each RO, measured frequencies are distributed as a gaussian \( \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2) \), which mean and standard deviation can be estimated with some frequency samples. Considering the Equation 4.2, when the distributions associated to the selected frequencies are characterized by two mean values very similar or, in general, by two gaussian distributions which have a significant frequency values in common, the stability of such a pair turns out to be very low. Furthermore, if this situation does not seem to be possible at normal working conditions, with external disturbances it might happen. For instance, with regards to the temperature variations, two frequencies generated by two ROs can be differently modified because of their difference quotients, causing a reversing of their mutual order, as pictured in Figure 4.17.

Ideally, the RO PUF has to work with frequencies which values are stable and deterministic during the time. But there are some unavoidable uncertainty sources, mainly caused by the electric phenomenon itself and by the measurement architecture. The mere RO frequency value, of course, depends on the manufacturing variations and on the working conditions. We can assume that a read frequency \( f \) is a quantity characterized as
Table IV: Measurement error $\varepsilon_s$ associated with different stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RO Stages</th>
<th>Measurement Error (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>136,137.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>124,100.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>94,084.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>80,469.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>77,047.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV reports the values of $\varepsilon_s$ against different number of stages. Like other standard deviations reported in Table II it decreases with the growth of the RO loop stages.
As one can notice, there is a trade off given by the choice of the number of stages, the associated measurement error and the frequency dispersion. Indeed, the best situation for the PUF based on ROs is a high frequency dispersion, in order to have better uniqueness, and low measurement error, in order to reach better stability of measured values. This implies that with a huge population, which requires a very widespread frequencies range, a low number of stages should be picked. Hence, to face with huge measurement error, a significant number of trials (i.e. measurements) has to be accomplished in order to mitigate the contribution of the error. Otherwise, with a small population, the number of stages could be higher, with a small error value. Hereafter, all the definitions and experiments will be given considering a 5-stages RO and the subscript $s$ will be no more considered. This assumption simplifies all the further discussions.

At the end, as for the $t$ in the Equation 4.5, this quantity can be considered as a shift for the frequency value. Indeed, external uncontrolled working conditions, such as temperature and voltage, cause a shift related to the expected value. Such shift is strictly coupled with the frequency reference. For instance, the reference frequency should be measured under fixed conditions of temperature (e.g. 25°C), voltage (e.g. 1.2V), etc.

For the scope of the FS PUF, $t$ does not need to be defined in someway, since, as shown in the next Subsection, it is not considered as part of the signature.

### 4.3.2 Frequencies as a signature

This Subsection introduces the device signature obtained as collection of some measured frequencies. With this goal, let $S_{m,d}$ be the frequencies associated to the $d$-th device; $m$ indicates a single measurement among different trials, accomplished in order to have more than one signature for each device. To better clarify, $m$ can be considered as a discrete time variable, since $S_{m,d}$ and $S_{m',d}$ are collected from the same device, but in two different instants. Formally, $S_{m,d}$ is a $N$ dimensional vector defined as follows:

$$S_{m,d} = \{f_{n,m,d}\}, \forall n \in [0, \ldots, N-1] \rightarrow S_{m,d} = \{f_{0,m,d}, f_{1,m,d}, \ldots, f_{N-1,m,d}\}.$$

Substituting each component $f_{n,m,d}$ with the definition 4.5 the signature definition can be expressed as a sum of three vectors:

$$S_{m,d} = \{f_{n,m,d}\} = \{\hat{f}_{n,m,d}\} + \{\varepsilon_{n,m,d}\} + \{t_{n,m,d}\}, \forall n \in [0, \ldots, N-1]. \quad (4.6)$$
In particular, from 4.6 it is clear that each \( n \)-th component has a frequency value \( \hat{f}_d \), which is characterized by a known mean and, since \( S_{m,d} \) is extracted within the same device, by a known (intra-die) standard variation, both given by the Table II considering 5 stages, \( \hat{f}_d \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_{f_d}, \sigma_d) \). Furthermore, such frequency value does not depend on the \( m \) variable, as at each trial the value is the same. In other words, each RO instance during the manufacturing process is characterized by \( \hat{f}_{n,d} \) as a fixed value of a gaussian distribution (previously defined) and does not change its inherently value during the time. Indeed, as reported by the model in the Equation 4.5, \( \hat{f}_{n,d} \) is not the actual oscillation frequency, but it has to be considered together with the quantity \( t \).

As for the measurement error, each \( n \)-th component of \( S_{m,d} \) is affected by a value \( \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \). We can assume that the distribution of \( \varepsilon \) does not depend on the specific device, trial or RO, since the error is given by frequency measurement process itself. At each measurement it can be considered as a value of an AWGN process. Moreover, \( \varepsilon \) has the same behavior averaged over time (\( \mathbb{E}_m[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|n,d] \)), averaged over the realizations (\( \mathbb{E}_n[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|m,d] \)) and averaged over the devices (\( \mathbb{E}_d[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|n,m] \)). In fact, there are no differences in measuring from another RO the frequency value or repeating from the same RO another frequency measurement, since the conditions on all the cases are the same. Of course, the measurement design has to be symmetric with the respect to ROs and the same for all the devices. Hence, formally:

\[
\mathbb{E}_m[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|n,d] = \mathbb{E}_n[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|m,d] = \mathbb{E}_d[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|n,m] = 0. \tag{4.7}
\]

The equation 4.7 is valid for a significant instances of \( \varepsilon \) values, hence:

\[
\mathbb{E}_m[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|n,d] = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \xrightarrow{M \to \infty} 0. \tag{4.8a}
\]

\[
\mathbb{E}_n[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|m,d] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \xrightarrow{N \to \infty} 0. \tag{4.8b}
\]

\[
\mathbb{E}_d[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|n,m] = \frac{1}{D} \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \xrightarrow{D \to \infty} 0. \tag{4.8c}
\]

As anticipated before, \( t \) defines, for each component, a frequency shift due to operational conditions. Experimental results discussed in Subsection 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 highlight
that the difference quotients are not the same for every RO, but they are distributed as
gaussian curves. Consequently, even if under the same working conditions, $t$ is a quantity
that slightly differs among the components of the signature $S_{m,d}$. The assumption that
all the $t_n$ are equal for each component causes a small error (compared to the error
value), hence hereafter $t_m = t_{n,m}, \forall n \in [0, \ldots, N - 1]$. Indeed, this substitution is able
to add an error of maximum $\sim 1$ MHz and with a very low probability.

With the previous consideration, $S_{m,d}$ can be simplified:

$$S_{m,d} = \{ \hat{f}_{n,d} \} + \{ \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \} + t_m.$$

Interestingly the average value of defined $S_{m,d}$ components has the following form:

$$E_n[S_{m,d}|m,d] = E_n[\hat{f}_{n,d}|m,d] + E_n[\varepsilon_{n,m,d}|m,d] + E_n[t_m|m,d] \approx \mu_{fd} + t_m.$$

In particular, such approximation is better with greater values of $N$ (Equation 4.8b),
since the involved average error is only an estimator. It is worth noting that $E_n[S_{m,d}|m,d]$ contains the value $t_m$, which can be exploited to remove it from each component of $S_{m,d}$.

Let $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ be the signature obtained by subtracting from each component of $S_{m,d}$ the average value $E_n[S_{m,d}|m,d]$:

$$\tilde{S}_{m,d} = S_{m,d} - E_n[S_{m,d}|m,s] \approx \{ \hat{f}_{n,d} \} - \mu_{fd} + \{ \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \}$$

$$= \{ \hat{f}_{n,d} \} + \{ \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \}, \forall n \in [0, \ldots, N - 1].$$

Consequently, $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ does not depend on the working conditions and each frequency
component has a new value, given by $\hat{f}_{n,d} - \mu_{fd} = \tilde{f}_{n,d}$. In particular, $\tilde{f}_{n,d}$ now is
characterized by the gaussian distribution of $\hat{f}_{n,d}$, but the mean value is close to 0
by definition. Such distribution depends only on manufacturing variations and each
value $\tilde{f}_{n,d}$ is related exclusively on it. Furthermore, $\tilde{f}_{n,d}$ depends on the selected ROs
and, hence, on the number of ROs ($N$) in the signature, because picking different ROs
changes the value $\mu_{fd}$. Consequently, it is not possible to extract the pure $\hat{f}_{n,d}$, but at
least $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ contains an expression of the measured frequencies which is not influenced
by working conditions. Surely, for higher values of $N$, $\mu_{fd}$ becomes more close to real

\footnote{The hypothesis in $t$ introduced the maximum error for each component when the different quotient of the considering RO is very far from the mean value of the distribution. Being a gaussian, this situation is unlikely.}
average frequency, hence components of $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ are less susceptible to changes of $N$ and of ROs.

Figures 4.18A and 4.18B illustrate $S_{m,d}$ and $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ respectively, characterized by 20 different ROs and 6 trials made at different temperature. $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$, as observed from the Equation 4.9, is free of any shift caused by external conditions, even if for some RO a considerable residual error can be observed, partially given by the $\varepsilon$ values. Moreover, all the components are distributed around 0, as a consequence of the subtraction of $\mu_{f_d}$.

### 4.3.2.1 $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ in hardware

Having the PUF mechanism implemented in hardware guarantees a stronger security than in the case when some software modules are involved, such as in the case of noisy responses which have to be recovered by a fuzzy extractor (see Subsection 2.2.2). Indeed, as introduced in Chapter 2, the software trustworthiness relies on the hardware, which has to guarantee protection against attacks. If the PUF is one of the mechanisms which cooperates to enable the system security, the software needs to be trusted in someway, with additional precautions, e.g. the chain of trust.

Since the main goal of this Chapter is to give a PUF which can be available on old and low-end FPGA manufactured without any built-in mechanism, $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ has to be available directly in hardware. Once the frequencies are read from the ROs, to obtain $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ it is necessary to calculate the average value of $S_{m,d}$ and subtract it to each frequency component of the signature. As for the average value, it involves the addition of all
the frequency and a division by $N$, that is a natural number. To avoid the adoption of a complex division algorithm, which requires a significant amount of resources to be accomplished in hardware, the FS PUF can be designed with a signature $S_{m,d}$ which number of components $N$ is a power of 2: $N = 2^x$. Indeed, the evaluation of the mean from $2^x$ binary values requires to add them without considering the $x$ least significant bits, since the division by a power of two, induced by the mean, is equivalent to a right shift. The possible loss of precision caused by the shifted-out bits is not critical, since they represent the decimal part of the mean value against very higher values.

Therefore, in order to obtain $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ in hardware, the only hardware operations required are the addition and the subtraction.

### 4.3.3 FS PUF: signatures comparison

As anticipated before, the aim of the FS PUF is not to provide response bits, as in common PUF architectures (e.g. the Anderson PUF, illustrated in Section 4.1). The scope of the FS PUF is to provide an effective method to authenticate devices by means of measured frequencies from ROs. Given a test procedure $\xi$ and two signatures $S_{m,d}$, the authentication mechanism has to work as follows:

$$\xi(\tilde{S}_{m,d}, \tilde{S}_{m',d'}) = \begin{cases} 1 & d = d', \forall m, m' \\ 0 & d \neq d', \forall m, m' \end{cases} \quad (4.9)$$

Furthermore, $\xi$ has to be easy to evaluate and to implement in hardware. As stated before, this enables to embed not only the FS PUF within a device, but also the comparison mechanism without occupying too much resources.

#### 4.3.3.1 Distance metrics

There are many available metric functions which are able to compare two vectors to measure how similar are them. For instance, the euclidean distance or the angles between two vectors could be candidates as $\xi$ function. But, first of all, they are not easy to compute in hardware, since they requires complex arithmetic operations and could involve also floating point units. Then, their outputs are not binary, as represented by the Equation 4.9 and need for further evaluations to decide if two signatures are
generated from the same devices. Indeed, once computed, the euclidean distance and the angle formed by vectors give a number that has to be compared with a threshold. If the distance is under the threshold or if the angle is in a given range, the signatures are enough similar, then they are classified as provided by the same device. The threshold definition is not an easy task and even not so effective, since the choice of such a value affects all FS PUFs instances effectiveness. For instance, let $\|W_{d,d'}\|$ be the euclidean norm ($L^2$ norm) of the vector obtained by subtraction of the corresponding components of $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ and $\tilde{S}_{m',d'}$:

$$
\|W_{d,d'}\| = \|\tilde{S}_{m,d} - \tilde{S}_{m',d'}\| = \|\{\tilde{f}_{n,d}\} + \{\varepsilon_{n,m,d}\} - \{\tilde{f}_{n,d'}\} - \{\varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\}\|
$$

$$
= \sqrt{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (\varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \varepsilon_{n,m',d'})^2} \quad d = d', \forall m, m'
$$

$$
= \sqrt{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \left(\tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d}\right) - \left(\tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right)^2} \quad d \neq d', \forall m, m'
$$

The corresponding $\xi$ function obeys to this inequality:

$$
\xi\left(\tilde{S}_{m,d}, \tilde{S}_{m',d'}\right) = \|W_{d,d'}\| \leq \tau.
$$

The goal of $\xi$ is to discriminate if $W_{d,d'}$ contains only measurement error ($d = d'$) or not ($d \neq d'$), hence $\tau$ has to be defined such that it is greater than all the $W_{d,d'}$ with $d = d'$ and less than $W_{d,d'}$ with $d \neq d'$. It is easy to imagine that this bi-partition of $W_{d,d'}$ values could not be easily accomplished, implying a high number of false positives ($\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ is recognized as a signature generated by another $d'$ device) with a more permissive threshold or false negatives ($\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ is not recognized as a signature provided by the device $d$ itself) with a less permissive threshold. Moreover, to avoid a high false rejection rate (FRR) in this case, $\tau$ has to be fixed at the worst case value, that is the case in which measurement errors on each component are maximum:

$$
\tau = \sqrt{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \max_{m,d,m',d'} \left(\varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right)^2}.
$$

Such defined threshold generates high false acceptance rate (FAR) because it includes with high probability also signatures which distance is under the threshold due to proximity of some homologous measured frequencies. The FAR can decrease with a higher number of instantiated ROs ($N$) such that the probability to generate false positives
becomes smaller. The same discussion is still valid for other tests which exploit some kind of distance, but are not reported here for sake of brevity.

4.3.3.2 Score test

The threshold selection illustrated before is a critical operation, since it affects the FS PUF instances in terms of FAR and FRR. In particular, this happens because the threshold is applied to a single value given by a metric (e.g. norm or angle). Splitting the signatures in $L$ sub-parts enables to compare them with more than one test and threshold. Assuming that each comparison gives 0 or 1, as illustrated before in the Equation 4.10, all the tests establish a score in the range $[0, L]$. A score of $L$ implies a high similarity between $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ and $\tilde{S}_{m',d'}$, vice-versa a score of 0 implies a high dissimilarity. Contrary to the case of only one comparison test, the choice of the threshold with $L$ tests is less critical because comparisons results are masking by the score. Changing different thresholds affect a subset of $L$ tests; indeed, scores are lower with less permissive thresholds, or higher with more permissive values. The minimum score required to recognize two signatures as generated from the same device can be tuned in order to obtain good FAR and FRR values.

Considering $L = N$ and a unique threshold in each test, comparisons take into account all homologous components of each vector with one test. Hence, with $N$ comparisons between components of $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ and $\tilde{S}_{m',d'}$, the signatures can be considered as provided by the same device if at least $l$ of them succeed. Formally, let $\chi$ be the binary function which compares two real numbers and outputs 0 or 1:

$$\chi : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \mid \chi(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |a| \leq b \\
0 & \text{if } |a| > b
\end{cases}$$

Then, $\xi$ can be defined as follows:

$$\xi(\tilde{S}_{m,d}, \tilde{S}_{m',d'}) = \chi \left( l_n \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \chi \left( \left( \tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d} \right) - \left( \tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'} \right) , \tau \right) \right), l \in [0, \ldots, L].$$

(4.10)

This form of $\xi$ exploits the score obtained by comparing each component of the signature $\tilde{S}_{m',d'}$ against $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ (or conversely $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ against $\tilde{S}_{m',d'}$) with a threshold. Hence, if at least $l$ tests succeed, the signatures are classified as provided by the same device. Furthermore,
such $\xi$ function requires only subtractions and comparisons, suitable to be implemented in hardware without adopting any software module.

**Statistical model of the score test**  The effectiveness of the score test, given in the Equation 4.10 relies on the choice of an appropriate threshold $\tau$ and minimum score $l$. Such parameters can be retrieved from a statistical model of the test introduced by $\xi$ over a set of signatures.

The function $\xi$ can me modeled as a Bernoulli process, in which each test performed by $\chi\left(\left(\tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \left(\tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right), \tau\right)\right)$ has a value of either 0 or 1 and for each $n$ the probability that $\chi = 1$ is $p$. Each comparison is memoryless, so all evaluations of $\chi$ are independent. This assumption relies on the independence of each measured frequency, hence on the FS PUF design that has to properly retrieve frequencies from ROs. In other words, given that the probability $p$ is known, $n - 1 \chi$ tests do not provide any additional information about the $n$-th $\chi$.

As for $p$, the probability that $\chi = 1$ can be defined as follows:

$$p = P\left(\chi\left(\left(\tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \left(\tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right), \tau\right)\right) = 1\right) =$$

$$= \left|\left(\tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \left(\tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right)\right)\right| \leq \tau =$$

$$= \begin{cases} P\left(\left|\tilde{f}_{n,d} - \tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right| \leq \tau\right) & d \neq d', \forall n \in [0, N - 1], \forall m \in [0, M - 1] \\
P\left(\left|\varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right| \leq \tau\right) & d = d', \forall n \in [0, N - 1], \forall m \in [0, M - 1] \\
\end{cases}$$

$$= \begin{cases} \int_{-\tau}^{\tau} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \left(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}} e^{-\frac{\left(\varepsilon_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}{2\left(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}} d \neq d', \forall n \in [0, N - 1], \forall m \in [0, M - 1] \\
\int_{-\tau}^{\tau} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \left(2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}} e^{-\frac{\varepsilon^2}{4\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2}} & d = d', \forall n \in [0, N - 1], \forall m \in [0, M - 1] \\
\end{cases}$$

(4.11)

Since involved random variables are characterized by gaussian distribution, which parameters have been illustrated in Tables II and IV, each probability can be easily evaluated by means of the primitive erf ($x$). Hence, the Equation 4.11 can be specialized in:

$$p = P\left(\chi\left(\left(\tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d} - \left(\tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'}\right), \tau\right)\right) = 1\right) =$$

$$= \begin{cases} \int_{-\tau}^{\tau} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \left(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}} e^{-\frac{\left(\varepsilon_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}{2\left(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}} d \neq d', \forall n \in [0, N - 1], \forall m \in [0, M - 1] \\
\int_{-\tau}^{\tau} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \left(2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2\right)}} e^{-\frac{\varepsilon^2}{4\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2}} & d = d', \forall n \in [0, N - 1], \forall m \in [0, M - 1] \\
\end{cases}$$

(4.12)
Figure 4.19: $p_{dd}$ and $p_{dd'}$ evaluated by varying the threshold $\tau$.

In particular, frequency variables picked from different devices are distributed as $\mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma_{\text{intra}}^2)$, hence when $d \neq d'$ the variance associated with $(\tilde{f}_{n,d} + \varepsilon_{n,m,d}) - (\tilde{f}_{n,d'} + \varepsilon_{n,m',d'})$ is $(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2)$.

Since the probability $p$ has 2 different forms, which depend on the fact that $d$ and $d'$ are the same device or not, let $p_{dd'}$ be the value given by Equation 4.12 in the first case and $p_{dd}$ the value in the second case. Consequently they can be evaluated as:

$$p_{dd} = \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \operatorname{erf} \left(\frac{\tau}{\sqrt{2(2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2)}}\right)\right) - \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \operatorname{erf} \left(\frac{-\tau}{\sqrt{2(2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2)}}\right)\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.13a)

$$p_{dd'} = \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \operatorname{erf} \left(\frac{\tau}{\sqrt{2(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2)}}\right)\right) - \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \operatorname{erf} \left(\frac{-\tau}{\sqrt{2(2\sigma_{\text{intra}}^2 + 2\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2)}}\right)\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.13b)

The Figure 4.19 reports graphs for both the probability $p_{dd}$ and $p_{dd'}$. In particular, the curve of $p_{dd}$ increases faster than the $p_{dd'}$, since the variance associated with the gaussian distribution for $p_{dd'}$ is greater than the one of $p_{dd}$, which contains only the variance of two measurements gaussian noise processes. Therefore, this guarantees that it is possible to pick a threshold $\tau$ such that $p_{dd} \approx 1$ keeping $p_{dd'}$ still at a very low value near 0.

As for the FAR and the FRR, they can be estimated by exploiting the Equation 4.10. FAR can be expressed as the probability to have a false negative is given by the complementary probability to have at least $l \chi$ tests on $N$ trials which succeed given that
$$d = d':$$

$$\text{FAR} = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \binom{N}{i} p_{dd} (1 - p_{dd})^{(N-i)}$$

(4.14)

The FRR can be calculated as the probability to have at least \( l \chi \) tests on \( N \) trials which succeed given that \( d \neq d' \), hence:

$$\text{FRR} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \binom{N}{i} p_{dd'} (1 - p_{dd'})^{(N-i)}$$

(4.15)

Even if not explicitly reported, the FAR and the FRR depend not only on \( l \) and \( N \), but also on \( \tau, \sigma_{\epsilon}, \sigma_{\text{intra}} \). In particular, the last two parameters are given by the particular implementation of ROs and by the technological target. For the Xilinx Spartan-6, they are reported in Tables [I] and [IV]. In Figure [4.20] FAR and FRR are evaluated varying \( N, \tau \) and \( l \). In particular, the Figure [4.20A] shows the two rates varying \( N \), with \( l = N - 1 \) and \( \tau = 3\sqrt{2}\sigma_{\epsilon} \). The picked value of the threshold guarantees that 99.7\% of the components of \( W_{\chi} \) belongs to the interval \([-\tau, \tau]\) when \( d = d' \), i.e. when \( W_{\chi} \) contains only the measurement error. The probability to reject a legit signature grows with the number of involved ROs, since it is less probable to have a positive response with a greater number of \( \chi \) tests, and the probability to accept a non-legit signature decreases, since it is unlikely that \( N - 1 \) \( \chi \) tests give a positive response. Figure [4.20B] illustrates FAR and FRR varying the threshold value keeping \( N = 9 \) and \( l = 8 \). In particular, the FAR decreases with more permissive threshold values, because it is unlikely that \( \chi \) tests give a positive response with tight ranges, and the FRR increases since the probability to have a positive response from \( \chi \) tests grows with the threshold. At the end, the Figure [4.20C] shows the impact of the minimum score value \( l \) on the rates keeping constant \( \tau = 3\sqrt{2}\sigma_{\epsilon} \) and \( N = 25 \). The FAR is 0 up to \( l = 18 \), then increases up to value near 1, while the FRR decreases. The behavior is similar varying the number of ROs (Figure [4.20A]).

### 4.3.3.3 Statistical model parameters

The previous Subsection illustrates a statistical model able to evaluate the FAR and FRR values, taking into account 5 parameters:

1. \( \sigma_{\epsilon} \), the standard deviation associated with the measurement error;
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Figure 4.20: FAR and FRR evaluated trough the Equations 4.14 and 4.15 varying the number of ROs, the threshold and the minimum score value.
2. $\sigma_{\text{inter}}$, the standard deviation associated with the frequency distribution;

3. $\tau$, the threshold for the $\chi$ tests;

4. $N$, the number of involved ROs;

5. $l$, the minimum number of $\chi$ tests required by the function $\xi$ to give a positive result;

As for the first two parameters, they depend only on the technological target in which the FS PUF has to work and on the design of both the measurement architecture and ROs. Indeed, $\sigma_z$ and $\sigma_{\text{inter}}$, discussed in Subsections 4.2.4 and 4.3.1, are different changing the number of stages in the loop. Hence, the only way to manipulate them is working with the number of stages, routing strategies, etc. Furthermore, the measurement error can be reduced considering wider counters and slower system clocks.

For the FPGA technology, the estimation of such quantities is not trivial, since the only way to obtain them is just to run some experiments to retrieve as many frequencies as possible and try to estimate them. It is hard to exactly know how many experiments are enough to obtain a confident approximation for both the parameters. For the ASIC technology, the evaluation of such two parameters can be accomplished by means of simulation campaigns (e.g. exploiting the Monte Carlo method), hence there is no need to have available some manufactured ICs.

Consequently, the other parameters can be tuned in order to obtain the wanted FAR and FRR. As indeed, the statistical model provided by Equations 4.14 and 4.15 can be used only to retrieve an estimation of the rates knowing the 5 parameters, but it is not possible to query which parameters can satisfy given values of FAR and FRR. But at least the Figure 4.20 shows the trends of both the rates varying them one by one.

4.3.3.4 Consideration about $t_m$

The introduced score test relies on the signature $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ reported in the Equation 4.9. In particular, $\tilde{S}_{m,d}$ is defined through an approximation because of the average value of the measurement error. But another source of uncertainty is given by the assumption that $t_{n,m} = t_m, \forall n$. Indeed, even if this approximation introduces a small error, the score test can also handle it in an easy way. In fact, since $t_n$ is distributed as a gaussian
(see Figures 4.17 and 4.16), the value \( t_{n,m} - E[t_{n,m}|m] \) involved in the computation of \( \tilde{S}_{m,d} \) is characterized by a standard variation which can be estimated through previous experimental campaign and, for the sake of simplicity, it can be included within the \( \sigma_\varepsilon \).

Since the contribution of the \( \sigma_t \) is extremely smaller than \( \sigma_\varepsilon \) (\( 10^1 \) Hz against \( 10^5 \) Hz), the FAR and FRR modestly benefit.

### 4.3.4 Experimental result

Exploiting the frequencies value collected during the experimental campaigns illustrated in the Subsection 4.2.4, the score test can be evaluated on a significant amount of real data; in particular three data sets can be analyzed:

- **normal working conditions**: 10 devices, 938 ROs per device, 25 measurements for each RO;
- **temperature variations**: 1 device, 938 ROs, 9 measurements for each RO, 6 temperature values;
- **aging**: 1 device, 938 ROs, 20 measurements for each RO, 2 characterization (fresh and aged).

The results in terms of FAR and FRR are reported in Table V. They were calculated by tuning the \( l \) value, i.e. the minimum score which establish if two signatures are produced from the same device or not (see \( \xi \) function in the Equation 4.10). In the case of uncontrolled working conditions, i.e. without keeping the temperature stable, even with only 2 ROs the FAR is 0 and FRR is \( 9.239 \times 10^{-3} \) and with 5 ROs. It is worth noting that with only 2 ROs the RO PUF is able to discriminate only 2 device since it can produce only one response bit. Contrary to this case, the FS PUF is discriminating \( 10 \times 938 \) devices. As for the temperature case, the best conditions are with 9 and 10 ROs, while for the aging the best conditions are with 7 and 8 ROs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of ROs</th>
<th>Uncontrolled Conditions</th>
<th>Temperature Variations</th>
<th>Aging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>FRR</td>
<td>FAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.239e-03</td>
<td>3.217e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.001e-09</td>
<td>3.703e-02</td>
<td>1.044e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.268e-03</td>
<td>7.150e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.267e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.739e-11</td>
<td>6.641e-07</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: FS PUF evaluated in terms of FAR and FRR through experimental campaigns conducted on the Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA family. The values are obtained by tuning the minimum value of the score.
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Network Traffic Analysis: a Case Study

This Chapter illustrates an exhaustive case study with a twofold aim:

- demonstrate that the FPGA is suitable to implement high throughput algorithms, accelerating their execution with respect to a software implementation;
- show the feasibility of the deploying an application in a large-scale scenario, involving hardware in-field updates.

In order to match both the goals, the case study focuses on a network traffic analysis hardware accelerator distributed among a smartphones population. The network analyzer is based on Decision Tree (DT) predictor algorithm and it is implemented as hardware accelerator of a mobile node, which hardware technology is based on FPGA. Moreover, the generation of such accelerator is made automatically through a methodology that involves a software algorithm, which transforms predictor model based on DT into HDL projects, and a distributed infrastructure, which distributes new hardware version of DT and collects new threats from the device population.
5.1 Traffic Analysis for Security Purposes

Mobile traffic is significantly growing, thanks to the increased access capacity provided by 3G and 4G technologies and to the rising computing power of the latest smart devices. According to Cisco’s Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update [88], global mobile data traffic grew 81% in 2013, reaching 1.5 exabytes per month at the end of the year. Most of this traffic is generated by smart devices including smartphones, tablets and wearable devices, which are increasingly adopted in domains where sensitive information are exchanged and processed, such as entertainment, healthcare and business applications. Traffic monitoring and traffic analysis are fundamental means to acquire information about incoming flow for the detection of anomalous behaviors, viral infections and hacking attempts, in addition to being a powerful tool to define accurate network models, validate new protocols and applications, diagnose network failures, and ultimately enhance network performance and quality of service. The application of traffic analysis techniques to the mobile domain is not straightforward, mainly due to the devices’ distributed nature and resource constraints. Because of the large number of devices and the huge amount of involved traffic data, performing traffic analysis as a centralized task would sensibly reduce network performance and may not be a viable solution. On the other hand, running complex traffic analysis tools on a mobile device would heavily affect the device’s energy consumption.

Moreover, due to applications’ dynamicity, traffic models used by mobile devices would rapidly become outdated, thus requiring periodic updating to include new threats and to possibly take into account the feedback coming from other devices. Machine learning algorithms have been widely adopted for traffic analysis, thanks to their flexibility and the capability of dynamically generating updated models from feedback knowledge. These techniques, which typically require high computational capabilities for large data sets, can be successfully implemented in hardware, by adopting, for example, hardware accelerators, which allow complex computations at reduced power. However, even when providing the mobile nodes with the capability of processing traffic data by means of advanced algorithms implemented in hardware, the efficacy of the traffic analysis mechanism is still limited, due to the fact that the traffic model is statically embedded in the hardware configuration. Indeed, the recent advances in hardware reconfiguration technology would allow to dynamically reconfigure the hardware design of a physical device,
thus enabling the dynamic update of the traffic model according to network behavior, in order to enhance classification accuracy of network packets.

With respect to the accuracy of traffic models used by devices, it is quite evident that the traffic involving a single device may not be enough to carry out complex evaluations, while the correlation of traffic data involving heterogeneous and geographically distributed sources may sensitively enhance the model used for traffic classification. In such scenario, of course, a direct exchange of information among nodes is not feasible and a different communication paradigm is required. In particular, some sort of centralized or distributed processing entity must be envisioned, provided with specific features, i.e.: it must be easily accessible from mobile nodes, physically located anywhere and represented by heterogeneous devices, and it must allow such nodes to share information about unclassified traffic flows or detected threats and to obtain a security characterization of unclassified suspicious traffic. The service-oriented paradigm is particularly suited to cope with the above-mentioned requirements: services can be easily invoked through simple APIs by heterogeneous devices, and are being increasingly adopted in mobile applications thanks to their flexibility.

5.2 Related Research Efforts

Recently, in the literature, a significant number of research papers on mobile traffic analysis have arisen, with a special attention to the smartphone domain, trying to characterize the involved traffic and providing some architectural solutions for the security. Authors of [40] presented a detailed analysis of smartphones’ traffic by collecting traffic data from users’ terminals. In [86], the authors proposed an innovative approach to develop a honeypot with aim to collect malwares in FPGA architecture, they also used partial reconfiguration to update the network interface to reject the new threats found.

As for security issues, since the smartphones malware are significantly growing in number, several techniques, mainly based on intrusion detection features, have been proposed to protect mobile devices. Luo et al. [69] presented a security framework to protect smartphones, listing security issues and the techniques, by means of architectural modules, that are able to deal with each of them. Even if an intrusion detection system (IDS) for network activities analysis against policy violations was designed, they did
not discuss neither an implementation nor the efficacy of this module. In an analogous manner, the authors of [97] devised an IDS specifically tailored for smartphones, named SIDS, but even in this case, neither details were given about the implementation, supposed to be in software, nor on the resources impact for a mobile system. More recently, the authors of [10] integrated in Android a network classifier, based on DT, executing a software routines on incoming packets demonstrating the efficacy of the approach. They illustrated details on involved features and algorithms, but no performance details on a real system were given. Unlike [10], the aim of this case study is to implement the same approach, but exploiting a real reconfigurable hardware device rather than a software approach to accomplish the traffic analysis.

As for the classification architecture, several FPGA-based traffic analyzer implementations have been proposed in order to speed up the classification processes [99, 101]. The most suitable architecture is the one based on DTs, since their adoption does not require arithmetic operations, which are expansive to implement in hardware, but only comparisons, easy to realize. In [114] two architectures were proposed to classify packets traffic using FPGAs. Both the architectures use a programmable classifier exploiting the C4.5 algorithm. Using NetFPGA, in [82] the authors proposed a traffic classifier by using C4.5. The main architectural characteristic is the programmability by the software, without loss of service, using memories that store the classifier. The C4.5 classification algorithm is very promising for big data analysis, it performs very well in many application domains as the predictor works on the tree structure built during the learning phase. It was presented by Quinlan in [93] and soon was adopted in a broad range of applications such as image recognition, medical diagnosis, fraud detection and target marketing.

In [43] and [81] the C4.5 algorithm was adapted within the framework of differential privacy in distributed environments. In [67] the authors showed the power of C4.5 for classifying the Internet application traffic, due to the discretization of input features done by the algorithm during classification operations. The authors of [117] extended the traditional decision tree based classifiers to work with uncertain data. The results presented in these papers are very interesting, but they did not provide any automatic tool to automatically generate the hardware architecture from the prediction model.
Algorithm 1 Binary Decision Tree predictor algorithm.

Require: A feature vector $f_{\text{vector}}$ and a classification model

Ensure: The predicted Class for the input $f_{\text{vector}}$

\[
\text{node} \leftarrow \text{model.root} \\
\text{while} \; \neg \text{node.isLeaf} \; \text{do} \\
\quad \text{if} \; \text{node.}\rho(f_{\text{vector}}[\text{node.f}], \text{node.k}) \; \text{then} \\
\quad \quad \text{node} \leftarrow \text{node.childLeft} \\
\quad \text{else} \\
\quad \quad \text{node} \leftarrow \text{node.childRight} \\
\text{end if} \\
\text{end while} \\
\text{return} \; \text{node.classValue}
\]

5.3 Decision Tree Hardware Implementation

Among available machine learning approaches, the literature proved the DT machine learning approach to be one of the most effective in traffic analysis, since it is able to achieve high efficacy in discriminating traffic behavior. DTs are tree-based predictor models which consist of internal nodes, containing rules, and leaves, labeled with a classification value: basically, a DT represents a set of rules which classify data according to the conditions specified by the nodes. Generally a condition specifies an attribute (feature) in the dataset, a relational operator and a constant. A condition may contain a more complex expression over features, but here this case is not considering. Let $D_k^\rho(f)$ be a decision node which requires the feature input $f$ and configured with parameters $\rho$ and $k$. In particular, $D_k^\rho(f) = \rho(f, k)$, $\rho \in \{<, \leq, >, \geq, =, \neq\}$ and $k$ a constant involved in the comparison. For instance, a decision could regard the TCP/UDP port number: $D_{\leq 1024}^\leq \text{(port)} \leq \text{(port, 1024)} = \text{port} \leq 1024$. Each decision returns a boolean value, since the result is ever expressed with positive or negative response.

As for the predictor algorithm, it has to visit the tree according to the conditions of each nodes, as specified by the Algorithm 1, starting from the root of the tree, the evaluation of such conditions determines which child node has to be selected for the next evaluations. At the end, when a leaf has been reached, the label of the leaf is returned as the decision value of classification. Without loss of generality, the trees considered here are only binary: indeed it is always possible to manipulate a n-ary tree to obtain a binary one. A prediction algorithm is able to visit a binary DT by evaluating the condition in each node and it steps to left if the condition turns out true, otherwise to right. In Figure 5.1 there is an example of a binary Decision Tree: it is made of
4 nodes evaluating conditions on 3 features and its leaves are labeled with 3 different classes. The dotted lines represent the path of two example inputs: the red is the path for \( \{a = 5, b = \text{foo}, c = -1\} \), the green for \( \{a = 7, b = \text{foo}, c = 9\} \).

### 5.3.1 Programmable decision trees

The non-programmability characteristic of the hardware makes the DT accelerator implementation difficult to realize. As said before, DT predictor models are continuously updated, especially in the network domain. In the literature, some programmable DT accelerator architectures are available. They are designed in the structure, but their behavior is determined through a configuration. The advantage, of course, is the programming at runtime, but they are memory-based, resulting slower or bigger in the area than fixed implementations. Also, since they have to be realized once, resulting accelerators are static in parameters, meaning that such parameters cannot be changed. For instance, in [16] the tree visiting accelerator unit can be programmed to compute the prediction algorithm on different trees, but it is designed to execute the algorithm over a maximum number of nodes. Hence, if an application requires a predictor which nodes amount is bigger than the maximum available on the accelerator, the unit cannot be used.
The SRAM based FPGA can mitigate the problem because it provides the DPR. Hence, a hardware accelerator can be designed on a FPGA, without providing additional memory banks for the core configuration, and allowing the updating of it during the time. Of course, the core update problem is not completely solved since the FPGA could potentially not have enough available resources (such as clock distribution circuitry, look-up tables, memory banks) in the dynamic partition to host future versions of the accelerator that could be bigger in area.

### 5.3.2 Implementing static Decision Trees

As shown in the Algorithm 1, the predictor procedure is strictly sequential and cannot be parallelized. In fact, each cycle decides, through the evaluation over a feature value, for the next cycle that has to be taken into account, and so on. To reach high throughput in the DT visiting avoiding sequential computations, a speculative approach can be considered. The main idea is to evaluate which leaf is reached by computing in parallel all the nodes conditions. The latter is performed by fast comparators, named Decision Boxes, which work in parallel. Then, a boolean net decides, evaluating the outputs of the Decision Boxes, which leaf, hence which class, the algorithm returns. In the evaluation performed by the hardware accelerator, the speculation stands in computing some conditions of the tree that are useless for the algorithm result, such that the Algorithm 1 would never evaluated.

To better understand, consider the Figure 5.2 which depicts the hardware accelerator unit for the DT prediction given in Figure 5.1. As one can see, considering the input \( \{a = 5, b = \text{foo}, c = -1\} \) (the same input reported in Figure 5.1), the result is independent from the evaluation performed by the Decision Box over \( b \). Indeed, the node with condition \( b = \text{foo} \) does not belong to the path that the visiting algorithm generates with the input that is considering (Figure 5.1 red dotted line).

**Boolean net details** The boolean net is composed by different boolean functions in form of *sum of product* (SoP), as many classes as in the predictor model. Let \( BF_C \) the SoP form for the class \( C \). This function has to rise logic-1 when at least one of the paths that leads to a leaf that is labeled as \( C \) is activated. Hence, to define the boolean function for a given class \( C \) it is necessary to collect all the paths that lead to leaves...
of $C$. Let $P_C(i)$ be the i-th path that leads to the i-th leaf which is labeled as $C$. Let the assertion $A_C(i), \, i \in \{0, 1, ..., \text{leavesOf}(C) - 1\}$ be the logical intersection of all decisions met along $P_C(i)$. The decisions are literals of this boolean function and can be taken direct or negated. In other words, an assertion $A_C(i)$ is the intersection of all intervals, defined by decisions $D^k_p(f) \in P_C(i)$, in which the input features belong to such that they are representative of the class $C$. Formally, each assertion can be defined as:

$$A_C(i) = \prod_{D^k_p(f) \in P_C(i)} D^k_p(f).$$

Finally, for each class $C$ it is possible to define the boolean function as:

$$BF_C = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{leavesOf}(C)-1} A_C(i) = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{leavesOf}(C)-1} \prod_{D^k_p(f) \in P_C(i)} D^k_p(f).$$
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An important observation to do on C4.5 algorithm is that some assertions may be redundant. In fact, considering the example given in Figure 5.1, the paths to reach leaves labeled with the class I, are:

\[ P_I(0) = \{ D_{6,3}^a \leq (a), D_{4}^a \leq (a) \} \] \n\[ P_I(1) = \{ D_{6,3}^a \leq (a), D_{foo}^{(b)} \} \].

In particular, \( P_I(0) \) has the associated assertion:

\[ A_I(0) = D_{6,3}^a \leq (a) \cdot D_{4}^a \leq (a) = D_{4}^a \].

Indeed, if \( a \leq 4 \) is true, surely also \( a \leq 6.3 \) turns out true.

Thanks to this observation, the number of literals in each assertion can be reduced.

Assertions which exploit this rule are defined as essential assertions. Furthermore, considering only essential assertions, it is possible to found an upper limit to the number of decision boxes needed to evaluate them, that is an important result for the scalability of the architecture.

**Theorem 5.1.** Essential assertion \( A_C(i) \) contains at most \( 2 \cdot |F| \) literals.

**Proof.** Let us consider the feature set \( \{F\} \) and \( D_k^\rho(f) \in P_C(i) \).

**Degeneracy Case:**

\( f \in \{F\} \) does not appear in any \( D_k^\rho(f) \in P_C(i) \), this means that it has not be chosen by the learner as discriminating feature for the class \( C \).

**Case 1:**

\( f \in \{F\} \) is a continuos feature that appears at least once. Thus \( \rho \in \{<, \leq, >, \geq\} \), \( f \in \mathbb{R} \). \( D_k^\rho(f) \) decides an interval \( \forall f \):

- right interval of \( k ([k, +\infty[ \) or \( ]k, +\infty[ \), if \( \rho \in \{>, \geq\} \);
- left interval of \( k (]-\infty, k[ \) or \( ]-\infty, k[ \), if \( \rho \in \{<, \leq\} \).

If in \( P_C(i) \) the decision appears complemented, it is possible to simply choose the complemented interval.

If \( f \) appears twice or more, \( D_k^\rho(f), D_j^\lambda(f) \in P_C(i) \Rightarrow D_k^\rho(f) \cap D_j^\lambda(f) \neq \emptyset \), because the learner generates the conditions by splitting operation over them, consequently \( k \neq j \).

So the intersection \( D_k^\rho(f) \cap D_j^\lambda(f) \) can generate:

1. a right interval if both the decisions define a right interval: \([M, +\infty[ \) or \( ]M, +\infty[ \) with \( M = \max(k, j) \),
2. a left interval if both the decisions define a left interval: \([-\infty, m]\) or \([-\infty, m]\) with \(m = \min(k, j)\),

3. an interval \([m, M]\) or \([m, M]\) or \([m, M]\) or \([m, M]\), with \(m = \min(k, j)\) and \(M = \max(k, j)\).

This process can be iterated as many times as \(f\) appears in decisions along \(P(i)\). In the first two cases \(A_C(i)\) requires only one decision (literal) on \(f\), in the third an intersection between two decisions.

**Case 2:**

\(f\) is a nominal feature \(\Rightarrow \rho \in \{==, !=\}\), \(f\) can assume finite values. A \(D^k_\rho(f)\) appears at most once on any path in the tree. So \(A_C(i)\) requires only one decision on \(f\).

**FPGA implementation**

As previously said, each \(BF_C\) is expressed as SoP. Considering the worst case, \(BF_C\) has an and gate fan-in equal to \(2 \cdot |F|\), and an or gate fan-in equal to \(|C| - 1\). The gates implementation delay grows with the size of the fan-in like a step function on the FPGA technology, because the FPGA is able to implement each function in a \(k\)-input LUT, consequently to realize gates with higher fan-in it combines more that one LUT in a tree scheme. This scheme, where each gate has a maximum fan-in of \(k\) (\(k\)-gate), can be successfully exploited to define a pipelined structure in which each LUT output is registered in a dedicated flip-flop.

As for the area occupation, being \(N\) the total fan-in an integer multiple of \(k\), and \(S\) the depth of the tree, \(m_i\) (the number of \(k\)-gates at \(i\)-th level) is: \(m_0 = \lceil \frac{N}{k} \rceil\); \(m_1 = \lceil \frac{m_0}{k} \rceil\);

\(m_i = \lceil \frac{m_{i-1}}{k} \rceil = \lceil \frac{m_{i-2}}{k^2} \rceil = \lceil \frac{N}{k^{i+1}} \rceil\). In the last stage of the pipe there is only one \(k\)-gate: \(m_{s-1} = 1 = \frac{N}{k^S}\). So the relation between the tree depth \(S\), the original fan-in \(N\) and the fixed fan-in \(k\) is: \(k^S = N\), so \(S = \frac{\log(N)}{\log(k)}\), hence the number of \(k\)-gates is:

\[
\#k - gates = \sum_{i=0}^{S-1} m_i \simeq N \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{S-1} \frac{1}{k^{i+1}} = N \cdot \left( \sum_{i=0}^{S} \frac{1}{k^i} - 1 \right)
= N \cdot \left( \frac{1 - \left( \frac{1}{k} \right)^{S+1}}{1 - \frac{1}{k}} - 1 \right) = \frac{N - 1}{k - 1}, \quad k > 1.
\]
The total number of gates \( N_g \) for all BF\(_C\) can be defined as:

\[
N_g = \sum_{\forall C} \left( \frac{2 \cdot |F| - 1}{k - 1} \cdot \text{leavesOf}(C) \right) + \sum_{\forall C} \left( \frac{\text{leavesOf}(C) - 1}{k - 1} \right). \tag{5.1}
\]

where the first term is related to number of k-gates to implement the and with the worst fan-in \((N = 2 \cdot |F|)\), while the second term is related to the or that has a fan-in equal to the number of leaves \((N = \text{leavesOf}(C))\). To evaluate the total gates number of the boolean net, two different cases can be considered:

**Balanced Case:** the leaves are equally distributed to each class; so \( \text{leavesOf}(C) = \frac{DN+1}{|C|} \). Substituting in \ref{5.1}:

\[
N_g = |C| \cdot \left( \frac{2 \cdot |F| - 1}{k - 1} \cdot \frac{DN+1}{|C|} + \frac{DN+1}{k - 1} - 1 \right) = 2 \cdot |F| \cdot \left( \frac{DN}{k - 1} + 1 \right) - |C|. \tag{5.2}
\]

**Unbalanced Case:** each class has only one leaf, except for \( \hat{C} \) class with \( \text{leavesOf}(\hat{C}) = DN + 1 - (|C| - 1) \). Substituting in \ref{5.1}:

\[
N_g = \frac{2 \cdot |F| - 1}{k - 1} \cdot (DN - |C| + 2) + \frac{2 \cdot |F| - 1}{k - 1} \cdot (|C| - 1) + \frac{(DN - |C| + 2) - 1}{k - 1} = 2 \cdot |F| \cdot \left( \frac{DN}{k - 1} + 1 \right) - |C|. \tag{5.3}
\]

In both the equations \ref{5.2} and \ref{5.3} there is a linear dependence of \( N_g \) with the number of decision nodes \( DN \), this result demonstrates the scalability of the solution. As for the tree depth, even though the number of gates does not change with the classifier characteristic, \( S \) is different and, consequently, the pipe latency too.

### 5.3.3 Automatic hardware core generation

With the transformation rules given by the Theorem \ref{5.1} an automatic process can be defined such that from the training set it synthesizes the decision tree hardware. The process flow is reported in Figure \ref{5.3}, it is made of three different steps that produce in output three standard artifacts. The goal of the Data Processing is to automatically structure data coming from heterogeneous sources into a common schema, hence a data-preprocessing tool extracts the only relevant information to build a common
Data Source → Data Preprocessing → Decision Tree Learner → Structured Data → PMML → PMML2VHDL → Hardware Predictor

**Figure 5.3:** Automatic process flow for implementing a hardware predictor.

This artifact, stored in a tabular format, is given in input to the model building step. It implements C4.5 learning algorithm, the output of this step is the predictor model coded into PMML (Predictor Model Markup Language), a standard XML schema for predictors. At this step, exploiting the PMML formalization, I developed a tool, PMML2VHDL, that parses the decision tree predictor model and generates an optimized hardware description for the predictor [6]. The tool adopts the VHDL as output language, but other descriptions can be supported in future. Finally, in the last step, the **Hardware Synthesis**, the VHDL is used as input for the hardware synthesizer in order to obtain a working version of the predictor.

For the purposes of this experimental case study, the proposed predictor algorithm is exploited to analyze the traffic, although it can be adopted to implement any DT model, guaranteeing high throughput and feasibility in the implementation [6].

### 5.3.4 Integration within real device

In order to provide a prototype of device which classifies the Internet traffic with a hardware accelerator, the same Zedroid project exploited in Section 3.6 has been adopted.

Figure 5.4 schematically details the integration of the hardware accelerator for the traffic analysis within the Xilinx Zynq Architecture. As one can notice, the hardware accelerator unit is connected with the processing system by means of two AXI interfaces. They provide the packets received by the Ethernet interface. The configuration uses the
Ethernet wired interconnection, as Zynq does not provide a wireless one. Note that from the analysis point of view there are no differences between these kinds of communication since the analysis does not take into account the packet content.

Normally, the Ethernet DMA copies the received packets directly to the system memory. Conversely, in this specific case, the DMA is configured at system boot to redirect all traffic packets to the Programmable Logic (PL) section, where they are analyzed by a hardware accelerator. As for the predictor hardware accelerator unit, the main block is the Classifier, that detects malicious packets by using their features, properly extracted by the Feature Extractor component. In order to reduce the latency of the approach, each packet is split up into header and payload. Indeed, the custom peripheral separates headers from payloads, copying the former into the level-2 (L2) cache and the latter into the main memory: this way, packets headers will always be available in the high speed L2 cache for the Linux specific tasks [121].
Figure 5.5: Zedroid project is running a simple App to manage the hardware network classifier.

The model extraction has involved the C4.5 predictor algorithm and a data set composed of 10200 packets, which were pre-labeled. Running different prediction algorithm executions, changing each time the data set characteristics, such as the feature considered (from 6 to 20), the classification coarseness (from the binary classifier to 6 different classes), 36 models were collected. Each execution was saved in PMML, converted in VHDL, by means of the tool PMML2VHDL and synthesized by using Xilinx Vivado 2013.4 tool. From each experiment, it is possible to collect: the number of the tree nodes, the accuracy obtained from the model and the dynamic power consumption. The last parameters were retrieved through the following steps:

1. Synthesis and implementation of the core using Vivado tool: during this phase the tool gives the maximum clock frequency by performing a timing analysis, in order to check that both setup and hold timing constrains are not violated.

2. Definition of a test bench for the core: in this phase the test bench is exploited to obtain the Switching Activity Interchange format (SAIF) file, which contains the
switching activity for the core under test;

3. Power analysis: exploiting the SAIF, environmental parameters (junction temperature, ambient temperature, airflow, board temperature, etc.), voltage supplier values and the working frequency, it is possible to evaluate both static and dynamic power consumption.

### 5.3.5 Time performance

To evaluate the latency introduced by such traffic analysis, performed by the hardware accelerator, it is necessary to firstly measure the clock frequency varying the number of the nodes. In Figure 5.6A, the maximum clock frequency varying on the number of nodes are fitted with a linear function. The clock frequency is related to the worst logic delay in the circuit. As said before, the implemented logic is realized in pipeline fashion. So with the tree growing, the FPGA routing introduced delay between the pipeline stages, that has a linear trend. The result implies that, also with big tree structure, the hardware accelerator can work at high clock frequency values that varies linearly with the tree nodes.

In Figure 5.6B, the latency linearly grows with the growing of nodes. This happens because the pipeline stages, and their delays, increase with the number of decision boxes. As the latency is the time value between the feature inputs and their classification output,
the result indicates that the time to have the classification result is very short also with big tree structure.

![Figure 5.7: Global packets latency, measured using the Central Interconnection and redirecting the traffic on the programmable logic through loop-back traffic generation.](image1)

Figure 5.7: Global packets latency, measured using the Central Interconnection and redirecting the traffic on the programmable logic through loop-back traffic generation.

![Figure 5.8: Dynamic power consumption against the number of trees nodes.](image2)

Figure 5.8: Dynamic power consumption against the number of trees nodes.

**Loop-back measurement**  In order to measure the time to complete a loop, so the transmission and the receipt a packet, the most effective model was picked, i.e. the one with the highest accuracy in classification, and was integrated in the system. Some traffic flows were produced by an Android app; they differed from one another in the size such that it was possible to appreciate the global delay in payload traversal through the programmable logic, with and without the traffic analyzer, into the central memory. Figure 5.7 shows the loop-back experimental result. The traffic redirection causes a latency increment, due to the overhead introduced by the bus infrastructure on the PL of the FPGA and the latency introduced by the hardware accelerating is very small.

**5.3.6 Energy performance**

As for the energy consumption, Figure 5.8 illustrates the dynamic power varying on the number of nodes. There is a linear dependency of the energy consumption with the number of nodes. As for the software implementation of the same algorithm, the computational complexity of tree visiting is $O(\log_2(n))$, with $n$ the number of tree nodes. This means that the time and the energy consumption for the software implementation have a logarithmic trend, but for the discussed approach they have a linear behavior, even if the accelerator architecture exploits a speculative technique. However, comparing software and hardware approaches, a huge difference in terms of throughput can be noticed [5].
5.4 Distribution Infrastructure

As anticipated before, in Section 5.1 the service-oriented paradigm is particularly suited to cope with the above-mentioned requirements: services can be easily invoked through simple APIs by heterogeneous devices, and are being increasingly adopted in mobile applications thanks to their flexibility. For this purposes, a two-tier service-based traffic analysis infrastructure can be envisioned. Figure 5.9 proposes a service architecture. In particular, at the mobile network layer, nodes run a high-accuracy hardware traffic analyzer based on the embedded traffic model. On occurrence of specific events (e.g., inability in classifying a packet or a packet flow), a node may invoke the service layer through proper APIs, in order to get information about unclassified traffic and to receive updates of the model, represented by a partial bitstream to re-configure the node’s hardware with. At the service layer, traffic data involving heterogeneous and geographically distributed sources are correlated and processed with respect to the latest information about security threats and application vulnerabilities, to produce enhanced traffic models, which can be distributed to devices in an on-demand fashion according to the as-a-Service paradigm.

The service layer must be provided with significant computational power in order to be able to update the traffic model according to node-generated information. At the same time, it must be equipped with large and scalable storage capability, in order to cope with intensive and dynamic traffic flows coming from multiple sources. All the above discussed requirements represent a technical challenge which can be effectively solved by means of the adoption of the cloud computing paradigm: it features flexible high-performance computing and high extensible data storage, and therefore it is particularly suited to dynamically process huge amount of distributed data, in order to perform network traffic analysis and target packet dissection for misclassified packets.

As anticipated, the service layer can be designed as a cloud computing infrastructure, able to cope with flexibility, scalability and high-computation and storage requirements typical of a large-scale traffic analysis application. The way in which the cloud-based traffic analysis application is offered to devices in the given context is well represented by the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model. From the business point of view, in the illustrated architecture, a cloud provider offers a traffic analyzer software to its customers,
represented by the mobile devices owners, on a per-user/pay-as-you go basis, applying the scheme proposed in the Chapter 3.

As an example, the cloud provider may allow all registered (free) customers to download a basic configuration for the hardware accelerator implementing the local traffic analyzer and to obtain periodic updates for it, taking advantage in turn of the amount of precious data coming from the devices needed to enhance the model. On the other hand, premium customers may be provided with more sophisticated models and with more frequent updates.

Several technologies may be adopted to implement the mentioned cloud services. As here the main focus is in on the whole architecture and not in a particular implementation of each service, without loss of generality it is legit to assume that the cloud provider offers RESTful based interfaces (RESTful APIs) for its services [41], and discuss those APIs.

RESTful services are currently one of the most popular trends in developing cloud services. RESTful APIs follow the SOA model and, therefore, are often used by web
service-based software architectures via XML or JSON for integration purposes. They are consumed via an Internet browser or by web servers and are a very suitable solution for the remote consumption of data processing services by heterogeneous users. RESTful applications use HTTP methods (PUT, GET, POST, DELETE) to realize the four CRUD (Create/Read/Update/Delete) operations, and can be very powerful, especially when used in combination with JSON messages. JSON (Java Script Object Notation) is a lightweight data interchange format that specifies parameters in the key-value pair fashion. It is very easy for humans to understand and for machines to parse and process. The service layer can be easily described through the set of exposed RESTful APIs, which can be invoked by nodes to obtain predictor model updates or single responses to a classification request. In the proposed solution, such APIs adopt JSON to specify the parameters contained in the HTTP requests and responses exchanged among the cloud services and the mobile nodes. The following main APIs were envisioned:

- Classify packet: obtain a classification for a given packet, identified by means of a set of features;
- Classify flow: obtain a classification for an entire packet flow, identified by means of a set of features;
- Get Updated Model: obtain the new predictor model in a well-known format (e.g., Predictor Model Markup Language - PMML);
- Get Updated Configuration: obtain the new predictor model in form of a partial bitstream to load onto the device;
- Send flow: send the features related to a given flow (this actually increases the volume of data available to the service to enhance its model).

Each of the APIs has its own URL and HTTP method (GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE). In particular, the classify packet and classify flow, along with the send flow APIs adopt the POST method, to push information about the packets to classify, while the get updated configuration API uses the GET HTTP method. The get updated model API has been introduced to extend the approach also to cases of pure software systems willing to take advantage of the cloud distributed computation capabilities to perform high-accuracy traffic analysis tasks.
To perform an API call, the client running on the mobile device has to perform a HTTP request. Method parameters are passed in the URL query string or in the message body, depending on the HTTP method. API responses are returned as JSON objects, which typically include metadata (i.e., the response status code and error message, if any) and the actual response, which contains the actual data formatted in the form key:value.

5.4.1 Analysis on the distributed layers

In order to evaluate the performance of the service layer, a prototype application were realized. In particular the application provides some services, such as the acquisition of traffic flows from devices and the model update, and executes the business logic. The server interface collects packets and/or flows that were marked as suspicious by devices because unclassifiable, and launches a further analysis based on the latest created traffic model. If the suspicious flow or packet is recognized either malicious or non-malicious, it is discarded by the server and the device is notified about the classification result and is possibly updated with the latest model available. Otherwise, the involved traffic is stored in a queue for further analysis, in order to establish its nature, i.e., in order to establish whether it represents a real threat for mobile devices or not. This task can be accomplished by an expert teamwork, or by semi-automatic procedures, that are not discussed here because out of scope. New information about traffic behavior extends the original dataset available on the server so that new knowledge can be extracted, by means of a machine learning algorithm, and new updated models can be exploited for traffic analysis. Knowledge extraction needs high computational resources, because the involved dataset contains a huge amount of traffic data. Similarly, model updating on mobile devices is an energy and time consuming task, and should not be too frequent. Hence, the service layer needs a model update scheduling that has to take into account: (i) the model aging, (ii) the global amount of unclassified traffic and (iii) the amount of malicious packets and flows that are added to the initial dataset, i.e. which are not yet exploited for the generation of new models. In the prototype, there were considered three different model update policies to take into account such features.

The prototype application were realized using the Java language, as here the focus is not strictly on the timing performance, but only on the application behavior under different workload conditions. Hence, in order to simulate devices’ network traffic, varying the
packets throughput, the devices population, the suspicious and malicious packets’ and flows’ probabilistic distribution, a multithreading approach were exploited. This setup exploited the same real network traffic dataset used in the previous experimental campaign (Subsection 5.3.4), partitioned into a learning set, used to generate the first traffic model, and a test set, that is used to feed the simulated mobile devices. In particular, to carry out the simulation experiments, 50 threats were picked over the available 150 threats to build the learning set, and used the remainder to simulate a real workload environment. As for the data traffic distribution, the threats arrival were modeled as a bathtub curve distribution, which is quite close to a typical distribution of application vulnerabilities: as indeed, after the first release the vulnerabilities reach the highest peak, then they decrease with subsequent software upgrades and patches, and finally they increase due to the application aging and to the increasing of attackers’ skills. The distribution for the non malicious, but suspicious, traffic was uniform, since it includes traffic generated by new applications or new released Internet protocols.

As anticipated, the traffic model processed by the service layer is updated according to a scheduling policy that evaluates the first applicable condition among the following: (i) the model aging threshold exceeds 4 days, (ii) the number of new traffic flows/packets inserted in the analyzer queue exceeds 2000, (iii) the number of new detected threats exceeds 10. The simulations a time interval of about 1 month and let the device population and threat distribution vary to measure accuracy. In particular, Figure 5.10 shows how the traffic analysis accuracy varies over time for a large network of 6 million devices. As
shown, due to the chosen probability distribution, the accuracy (blue curve) presents a generally decreasing trend. Moreover, accuracy peaks can be observed in correspondence to update events, thanks to the acquisition of new knowledge about traffic. Note that the time between two subsequent updates is not constant due to the different scheduling policies that are activated by deployed application. Clearly, the accuracy does not reach the maximum possible value at each update because of the delay experienced in the update process: when one of the three policies is triggered, a learning task is scheduled on the server, but since its execution takes a certain amount of time, in this interval new traffic information is not taken in to account. Hence, when the new traffic model is released, the evaluated accuracy does not achieve the original values. The peaks’ trend (green curve) is exponentially decreasing to a stable value around 99.6%.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Directions

Nowadays, an extremely wide spectrum of application domains adopts the FPGAs as in-field device technology. Numerous advantages, mainly related to the low cost and to the short time-to-market, have been characterizing the FPGA design methodology, such that they are competitors of the ASIC devices, since modern FPGAs are practically suitable to design just about anything. But, unlike the ASICs, FPGAs suffer from some weaknesses due to the inherently in-field (re)configuration feature. As indeed, they are much closer in nature to the software domain than to the mere hardware development, since each FPGA device can be programmed directly by end users providing a bitstream file, which is obtained by a design flow, similarly to the ASIC projects. Moreover, the FPGA design methodology is characterized by an extensive adoption of components-of-the-shelf, namely IP cores. Vulnerabilities of FPGAs jeopardize the IP core rights and the application which are deployed on them.

In this doctoral thesis, I have proposed some techniques to manage the rights of IP cores, protecting the bitstreams against known attacks. In particular, exploiting the partial reconfiguration and encryption features of modern FPGAs, I have identified parties involved in the IPs distribution process, the requirements for a secure distribution infrastructure and some improvements which can be included in future FPGA designs. Moreover, even targeting old and low-end FPGAs, I have demonstrated that PUFs can be adopted to guarantee a minimal security mechanism to bind a bitstream to a specific device by exploiting two architectures: the Anderson PUF and an innovative approach, called FS PUF. At the end, through an extensive case study, I have shown that the
FPGA is suitable to perform algorithms that require a very high throughput and I have envisioned a two-tier service-based infrastructure, which can automatically produce and securely distribute hardware updates.

With respect to the questions raised in the Section 1.1, I have replied each question giving the following contributions:

1. FPGA technology is characterized by several vulnerabilities, hence some attacks can succeed on the programmable devices. This doctoral thesis has taken into account such weaknesses with respect to the technological evolution. In particular, the readback attack exploits the readback feature of FPGAs to read the payload of the original bitstream used to configure them. By rebuilding the original bitstream, adding what is missing in the readback one, an attacker is able to clone the device. The cloning attack can be also accomplished by eavesdropping the bitstream file directly provided to the FPGA during the configuration process. Reverse engineering attack is able to extract from the bitstream the original netlist used to obtain it or some sensitive data, such as cryptography keys. SCA performed on FPGAs is able to extract secret information by exploiting the external observable phenomena of electronic devices, unintentionally produced by internal operations. All these attacks are able to threaten the application mission, divulging sensitive data that can compromise also third-parties IP cores. All the details have been reported in the Chapter 1

2. One of the most interesting FPGA feature is the reprogrammability since it enables the in-field device to receive hardware updates, pretty much like as the software case. In such a scenario, adopting a well-known DRM scheme, I have identify the roles which are crucial in the distribution process and, with the aim of protecting (partial) bitstreams, their concerns. The first identifiable role is the owner of the device, namely the End User. The End User requires the device to be secure and the other parties want to protect themselves against the End User attack attempts. The End User also is a part of the licensing process when it becomes the owner of the system and wants to bill new HDCs. The manufacturer of the FPGA chip within the device can be identified as FPGA Fabric Vendor and it guarantees some basic secure mechanisms on the devices in order to provide integrity and confidentiality. Its manufactured devices should not be equipped with backdoors.
The design and the implementation of the intellectual property as HDC is done by the IPCore Vendor, which distributes them as bitstreams. The IPCore Vendor is aware of the requirements that it has to fulfill, such as the compliance with the IP design specification and with the End User system. At the end, the TTP is an organization that all parties rely on, which guarantees that all the transactions between the parties are securely completed.

3. Since DRM mechanisms rely on cryptography primitives, which aim is to secure the involved IPs and associated rights, the FPGA technology has to provide built-in cryptography functions. In particular, a secure configuration mode should be available, where the configuration bitstream is stored outside the FPGA device in an encrypted form and it is only decrypted inside the FPGA within a secure perimeter. Then, readback of the plain bitstream has to be inhibited. Recently, the Xilinx has released some FPGA families which can be configured by means of enciphered bitstreams, even with partial reconfiguration, exploiting inherently AES decryption circuit and user-defined keys. The self-reconfiguration mechanism, together with all the DRM related functions, has been integrated within the Google Android Operating System by means of APIs. More details have been illustrated in Section 3.3.

4. PUFs architecture can be an alternative of the cryptographic mechanisms, which are not provided on old and low-end FPGA devices. In particular, it is possible to bind a bitstream such that the user design is able to work only on a specific FPGA device. Of course, without any protection on the content of the bitstream, it is still susceptible to some attacks, such as the reverse engineer. Since not all the devised PUFs architecture can be synthesized on such a kind of FPGA, I have investigated two different architectures. The first one is the Anderson PUF, which is scalable and a very reliable architecture. It was specifically designed for Xilinx devices, originally developed for the Xilinx Virtex-5. This thesis has illustrated an Anderson PUF implemented on the Spartan-3E technology, giving a deep analysis of some quality parameters and comparing them with other available Anderson PUF architectures. Then, I have explored the possibility to use the ring oscillators (ROs) to define a PUF based on measured frequencies, since the RO is an universal primitive, available on any silicon technology. Unlike the ROPUF, I have illustrated the frequencies signature PUF (FS PUF), which is ideally immune
to any disturbance effect provoked by uncontrolled working conditions. The FS
PUF obeys to a statistical model and, by exploiting Xilinx Spartan-6 devices, it
has been proved effective in discriminating a huge device population with few ROs.

5. FPGA is suitable for the execution of high throughput algorithms. To combine
such feature with the reconfigurability, I have illustrated a case study in which
the in-field application is a mobile end-user device equipped with an FPGA which
runs a traffic analysis. Exploiting the decision tree machine learning algorithm,
I have detailed a technique to automatically train and produce hardware traffic
models, formally demonstrating the scalability of the approach. Such models are
distributed to a devices population exploiting a two-tier service-based infrastruc-
ture, which is able to collect information about new traffic patterns and to auto-
matically disseminate new generated hardware analyzers as partial bitstreams.

Even if the discussion in this thesis has been extensive and has covered a significant
amount of aspects, there are still open issues that should be addressed. Indeed, as
part of future work, the research activity can be expanded adopting the PUFs to define
pay-per-use mechanism based on the inherently challenge-response mechanism. Indeed,
being hard to predict, model and clone, the CRPs set is able to support a stronger DRM
mechanism than the one illustrated in this doctoral thesis. As for the PUF's architectures,
the Anderson PUFs need to be analyzed also with other uncertainty sources, such as
the voltage and the aging, in order to better estimate the reliability which characterizes
this PUF architecture. The FSPUF, introduced the first time in this thesis, should
be tested by using more devices and, moreover, its efficacy has to be evaluated on the
ASIC technology. At the end, as for the case study, which has involved the decision
tree algorithm implemented on hardware, other predictors can be exploited to enhance
not only the accuracy of the analysis, but also to minimize the area of the synthesized
hardware accelerator. For instance, a multi-classification algorithm can be adopted to
augment the classification accuracy and to try to reduce the amount of resource needed
to synthesize the predictor in hardware.
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